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URBANA~CHAlVIPAIGN, Ill., Jan. --House plans which permit 
standardized construction practices and yet avoid the appearance of 
being "mass produced", are now available under a system of unit 
planning developed by the University of Illinois Small Homes Council. 
is 
The system/described by the Council in a new publicatio~ 
"Contemporary Houses Developed From Room Units", a 62-page book, 
released today. The book presents results of an 18-months' study in 
house planning made under a research grant given to the University by 
the Lumber Dealers Research Council. 
From a large series of standardized plans for rooms, or 
groups of rooms, presented in the book, the homeowner can select the 
four basic units--a living-dining area, a work area, a sleeping area, 
and a garage--which best fit the living needs of his family. These he 
can combine in several ways to form a complete house plan. From these 
several choices, he can select the one that best suits the requirements 
of his lot. 
Twenty-eight house plans designed from these units are 
shown in the book; an unlimited number of house plans can be developed 
from the units. 
Two of the 28 house plans w~ich use identical 
units have been built in Champaign this fall as a demcnstration of the 
flexibility of the unit planning principle. A third house demonstrates 
how additional flexibility can be obtained through variations in 
exterior materials. (MORE--house plans) 
house plans-2 
"Each unit", the report states, "is carefully planned 
within itself without regard to the rest of the house or the exterior. 
For example, the bedrooms in the sleeping units l1ave an acceptable 
relationship to the bathroom and the linen closet which are also part 
of those units. The bedrooms are large enough to accomodate the usual 
pieces of bedroom furniture and have a pre-determined amount of storage 
space (depending on the number of people for whom the room is designed). 
"Such a unit of bedrooms and bath can answer the needs 
of a dozen houses, no two of which might be alike except for this inner 
relationship within the rooms of the unit." 
Since other units are similarly designed, considerable 
variety in appearance and flexibility in room arrangement are offered 
in planning a house. This flexibility is essential beaause different 
families use a house in different ways. 
Moreover, flexibility in the structural design of a 
house and in the materials is also possible. In combining the units 
into a house plan, the homeowner or builder has his choice of exterior 
materials, roof type, floor construction and materials, window type 
(number and size), interior finish material, heating system, and extra 
elements, such as fireplaces, and outdoor terraces. 
The units are designed for one~story ba~ementless houses; 
however, alternate schemes for the work area units have been developed 
to show basement stairwayso 
Each series of units provides for a wide variety of 
room sizes. Minimum houses can be built from the units, as can larger, 
more generous ones. 
In order to insure the livability of the units and the 
houses developed from them, the sizes of the living-dining areas and 
the bedroo~ were determined by studies which involved furniture, 
traffic lanes, and possible door and window locations. The work areas 
were designed in accordance with space and storage standards established 
through research at the University of Illinois {MORE--house plans) 
house plans-3 
Besides the basic units, optional type units have been 
developed: extra-room units which can be used to provide a separate 
dining-room, bedroom, study or porch; also sleeping area expansion 
units which can be used to give extra bedrooms, or in some units, a 
children's playroom. 
The units are designed to take advantage of the savings 
which improved building techniques and stru1dardized construction make 
possible. 
"Waste in the use of labor and materials is reduced", 
according to the report, "because the units are modularly planned; that 
is, the dimensions are coordinated with those of modular building 
materials so that the materials can fit into the house with a minimum 
of cutting and fitting. This is possible because the dimensions of 
the units and those of modular building materials are each divisible by 
a common unit of measurement {4inches-or multiples of 4 inches)." 
By making use of the modular principle, the random, 
unrelated selection of dimensions for rooms, windows, and closets is 
eliminated. This, in turn, eliminates the inefficient practice of 
measuring, cutting and assembling the many and various pieces of a 
house while it is being built. 
Because the units are modular, job operations can be 
easily laid out in the drafting room before construction begins. This 
makes possible improved framing details which reduce the amount of 
labor needed on the job. 
Lumber can be pre-cut to size by power tools; roof 
trusses, wall panels, and ·gable ends can be detailed for pre-assembly 
on the ground; closet-walls can be used for interior partitions. 
The use of roof trusses, as shown in most of the 28 
house plans, eliminates load-bearing interior partitions and allows 
sheet materials to be applied on the entire ceiling of a one-story 
house efficiently and quickly since the surface is uninterrupted. The 
same is true of floors and exterior walls. (MORE--house plans) 
house plans--4 
Working drawings for the 28 house plans shown in ~he 
book are being distributed by the Lumber Dealers Research Council 
through lumber yards. 
Initial distribution of .the Small Homes Council book 
was made today at the Council's sixth annual Short Course in 
Residential Construction for builders and contractors. 
In addition to hearing a presentation of the research 
report, registrants at the two-day short course viewed the three 
demonstration houses in Champaign. 
-mk-
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UNIT PLANNING-WHAT- IT IS 
The Small Homes Council study in house planning had two · major ob-
jectives: 
• To help the homeowner get the most for his money by eliminating 
waste - waste space in the house, waste in the use of materials, 
waste in the use of labor. 
• To make it possible for the homeowner to build a house which fits 
the needs of his family and the requirements of his site- a house 
which is not like, and does not look like, his next-door neighbors'. 
Since one of the most efficient ways to eliminate waste in construction 
is through standardization, the problem at first seems contradictory: 
Standardization of construction vs. Flexibility of design 
Both of these ·are possible to attain, however, through a system of unit 
planning - that is, through the use of standardized plans for a room, or 
group of rooms, so designed that they can be combined in different ways 
to form a variety of complete house plans. (See cover and pages 28 and 
30.) 
A system such as this requires that each unit be carefully planned 
within itself without regard to the rest of the house or the exterior. For 
example, bedrooms in the sleeping unit must have an acceptable relation-
ship to the bathroom and the linen closet which are also part of that 
unit. The bedrooms themselves must be large enough to accommodate the 
usual pieces of bedroom furniture, and they must have a pre-determined 
amount of storage space. (The amount depends on the number of people 
for whom the room is designed.) 
Such a unit of bedrooms and bath will answer the needs of a dozen 
houses, no two of which might be alike except for this inner relationship 
within the rooms of the unit. 
Since the other units are similarly designed, considerable variety in 
appearance and flexibility in room arrangement are offered in planning 
a house. This flexibility makes it possible to meet ( 1) different site con-
ditions- size, orientation; (2) diff~rent living needs of many families; 
and ( 3) public desire for variety in exterior appearance. 
The use of unit plans is a relatively new method of planning houses. 
The first such plans made available to the pq.blic were those of the 
"industry-engineered" house developed by the Producers' Council and the 
National Retail Lumber Dealers Association in 1947. This house was 
structurally designed to take advantage of certain time- and material-
saving techniques. It proved valuable as a research house on construction 
methods. (See Small Homes Council Circular E2.1, "Construction 
Methods".) 
The house had only a limited acceptance by the public, however, be-
cause it was a single house plan- "L" -shaped with two bedrooms. Few 
variations were possible in the exterior appearance with the result that it 
became identified as a "mass-produced" house. 
The system of unit planning described in this book goes beyond that 
of 1947-48. The units maintain the basic structural system which makes 
for economical construction but, in addition, they are designed for 
flexibility. 
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STANDARDIZATION OF CONSTRUCTION 
Through Modular Design 
Simplified construction methods that save time and material are today 
possible because of the growing acceptance of the principle of modular 
design. 
This principle has proven the inefficiencies of ( 1) the random, un-
related selection of dimensions for rooms, windows, closets, etc.; and 
(2) the long-time practice of measuring, cutting and assembling the many 
and various pieces of a house while it is being built. 
In modular design, the dimensions of a house are coordinated with 
those of building materials so that materials can fit into a house with a 
minimum of cutting and fitting. 
This is done by establishing a unit of measurement, called a module. 
The basic unit is 4 inches. If the dimensions of a house and those of 
building materials are each divisible by 4 inches- or multiples of 4 
inches- the two (house and materials) fit together better than if di-
mensions are unrelated. 
Larger modules- multiples of the basic 4-inch- are used through-
out a house to establish the spacing of walls, windows, studs and joists. 
Sixteen inches ( 4 modules) is frequently used since it corresponds with 
normal stud spacing. Four feet ( 12 modules) is also a common module · 
since it corresponds with stock sizes of sheet materials, such as plywood 
and wallboards. 
fJilJJJJ 
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Modular materials can be related to a basic measurement- the 4-inch unit. 
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Through Improved Building Techniques 
Because the principle of modular design standardizes measurements and 
does away with most fractional dimensions, job operations can be easily 
laid out in the drafting room before construction begins. Modular de-
sign, therefore, makes possible improved framing details which, in turn, 
reduce the amount of labor needed on the job. 
Lumber can be pre-cut to size by power tools; roof trusses, wall panels, 
gable ends can be detailed for pre-assembly on the ground; closet-walls 
can be used for interior partitions. The use of roof trusses to eliminate 
load-bearing interior partitions allows sheet materials to be applied on 
the entire ceiling of a one-story house efficiently and quickly since the 
surface is uninterrupted. The same is true of floors and exterior walls. 
It is no longer necessary to cut and fit each piece of building material 
from measurements taken as the work progresses. 
These and other building techniques standardize the quality of con-
struction and reduce costs by eliminating waste, both in labor and ma-
terials. They mak~ possible quantity production of quality parts. 
To take advantage of the savings which standardization makes pos-
sible, the unit plans had to be designed- or engineered- at the very 
beginning for the use of these techniques. 
Load-bearing partitions are eliminated through the use of roof trusses ("open-room" 
construction). Closet-walls can be used as partitions. 
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FLEXIBILITY IN DESIGN 
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In developing its system of unit planning, the Small Homes Council re-
search architects analyzed the functions of a ho·use from the standpoint 
of use- i.e.~ living, eating, sleeping. For each function, a type of unit 
was developed. There ·are three basic types: living-dining area units, 
work area units (kitchen-utility-room) and sleeping units (bedrooms-
bath). One of each of the three is all that is necessary to form a complete 
house. 
Besides the basic units; three types of optional units were developed: 
( 1) garage or carport unit; ( 2) extra room units which can be used to 
provide a separate dining-room, bedroom, study or porch; and ( 3) sleep-
ing area expansion units which can be used to give extra bedrooms, or in 
some units, a children's playroom. 
The units are designed for one-story basementless houses; however, 
alternate schemes for the work area units have been developed which 
show basement stairways. 
Flexibility In Space Use 
Because different families use a house in different ways, it is essential that 
the units be as flexible as possible. 
Some family requirements are fairly constant. The activities of sleep-
ing, cooking, eating and bathing are carried on in all houses, and stand-
ards for minimum areas and equipment have been set up through ex-
perience and research. 
Individual differences show up especially in requirements for relaxa-
tion and recreation. Some families desire a large, all-purpose living area, 
while others prefer a smaller room plus a separate study or recreation 
room. Some families desire minimum-size bedrooms, used only for sleep-
ing and dressing, while others want to use bedrooms for study or play 
space also. These individual differences affect both the size and the 
arrangement of a house. 
Each series of units provides for a wide variety of room sizes. Mini-
mum houses can be built from the units, as can larger, more generous 
ones. 
In order to insure the livability of the units and the houses developed 
from them, the sizes of the living-dining areas and the bedrooms were 
16'·0" 
DINING CLEARANCES 
7'·6" 
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determined by studies which involved furniture, traffic patterns, and 
possible door and window locations. Basic groups of furniture were ar-
ranged as they might normally be used. Space was· allowed for traffic 
lanes as well as for accepted clearances between pieces, and between each 
piece and a wall. On the basis of these arrang ments, minimum dimen-
sions for rooms were established. Other items of furniture were then 
added to the basic list and arranged in various ways to obtain dimensions 
for rooms above minimum size. 
Flexibility in Arrangement of Units 
In the interest of flexibility, no attempt has been made to indicate which 
wall of a unit is to be an exterior wall of a house, or to indicate the exact 
position of windows (except in the kitchen where arrangements for wall 
cabinets and windows are interrelated). The planner must therefore pro-
vide for the additional thickness of walls to be used for the exterior and 
also for those between adjoining units. 
All the units can be reversed. 
Flexibility as Related to Structure 
The units are designed on a 4-foot module to allow flexibility in the choice 
of stud spacing ( 16" or 24"). In a few units, clearances or furniture sizes 
dictated a room dimension which was not near a 4-foot module. These 
are shown as 10 feet, 14 feet or 18 feet wide. In the interest of structural 
economy, these units should be combined with other such units to form 
a full module, or they should be used with 24-inch stud spacing only. 
The units which are 16 feet wide are often roofed with a simple truss 
of that span; other units are combined to produce 24-foot spans. 
As indicated by the variations, the units shown on the following 
pages are not intended to be completely rigid; however, any change in 
the units, no matter how slight- even a change in window selection-
must be made in accordance with the principles of design and construc-
tion which controlled the original design of the units. Otherwise, the 
modular quality may be destroyed or the use of improved building 
techniques may be made impossible. 
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PLANS FOR LIVING-DINING AREA UNITS-''LD'' SERIES 
The "LD" units contain the living and dining areas plus space for the front entrance. They are either 12 
feet or 16 feet in width- predominantly 16 feet which is larger than in living-dining areas found in many 
small homes today. This extra width was chosen because: 
• It permits increased flexibility in furniture arrangements. 
• The area is still large enough for use even though space for the entrance and a coat closet ( 6 feet) is 
subtracted. 
The 12-foot width should be used with caution. It should never be selected when the traffic lanes cut 
through the long dimension of the room. 
The combination of a 16-foot and a 12-foot width produces an interesting "L"-shaped living-dining area. 
Suggested door and window locations, and possible furniture arrangements are shown in the small draw-
ings. These are ust;ful in combining the "LD" unit with other type units or in adapting it to a particular site. 
The drawings do not show all arrangements. Many more possibilities will appear when the units are combined 
with other units to form a house plan. 
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PLANS FOR EXTRA ROOM UNITS- ''X'' SERIES 
The "X" units may be adapted as a separate dining-room, bedroom, study or porch. These possibilities are 
shown in the smaller drawings. 
X 1 
X 2 
X 3 X 4 
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PLANS FOR SLEEPING UNITS-''SB'' AND ::~ ''S'' SERIES 
The large number of units shown in this series is due to the great variation in requirements for this part of the 
house- not only in number of rooms but also in size of those rooms. 
. The "SB" units contain bedrooms and bathroom; the "S" units, bedrooms only. 1he latter are intended 
for use only with work area units having bathrooms (Series "WB"). 
The number of bedrooms in a unit varies from one to three. There are three sizes: ( 1) rooms designed 
for a single bed; ( 2) rooms large enough for a double bed; ( 3) master bedrooms accommodating twin beds 
in two possible arrangements. Most of the bedrooms .are above minimum size. The single bedrooms have floor 
space for a desk, chair and chest in addition to the bed. 
Variations in arrangements and window position are shown in the smaller drawings. 
In order to provide maximum flexibility, all .bedroom units are planned for expansion. The units to be used 
for expansion of this area are those in the "E" series. 
Closet-walls have been indicated in place of conventional closet construction to save space and cost. In each 
bedroom, a minimum of four linear feet of hanging space for clothes is allowed for each person. Linen closets 
are located in the bathroom or as close to it as possible. 
Bathrooms in most "SB" units are planned to provide back-to-hack plumbing walls when attached to work 
area units, but this is not a necessary condition of their use. 
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PLANS FOR EXPANSION UNITS- ''E'' SERIES 
The "E" units· are intended for expansion of the house to include more bedrooms and, in some cases, a play-
room. The units with which they are to be used and the method of attachment to existing units are shown 
in the smaller drawings. 
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E 2 
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PLANS FOR WORK AREA UNITS-''W'' SERIES 
All "W" units contain full kitchen and laundry facilities plus space for heating equipment. Some of the larger 
units also provide a space for eating and for a utility closet. A few units include a bathroom ( "WB" type). 
These are designed so that kitchen and bathroom plumbing is concentrated in one wall. 
As a variation, all of the units have been adapted for basement construction by substituting a stairway 
for the laundry-utility space. 
In reversing any of the units, the positions of the range and the refrigerator might have to be interchanged 
so that the refrigerator door will open toward the counter. 
Most of the kitchen storage facilities and arrangements meet standards of MEDIUM requirements out-
lined in the Small Homes Council research report, "Handbook of Kitchen Design." One (W2) has LIMITED 
storage; several have LIBERAL. In a few plans where wall storage requirements are not met due to the de-
sire for large glass area, this deficiency is compensated for by extra base cabinets. 
Alternate equipment layouts have been shown in the smaller drawings to. allow for differences in window 
location. 
Laundry equipment space* is provided to take any one of the following combinations: 
• Automatic washer and electric dryer. 
• Non-automatic washer plus laundry tub. 
• Automatic washer plus laundry tub, storage space or ironer (closed). 
These combinations add up to six lineal feet of space for laundry equipment, thirty inches deep. 
Since sizes of heating equipment, types of chimneys, and requiret:l clearances between equipment and walls 
vary, the heater room is designed for the combination which takes the most space- masonry chimney and 
furnace or boiler set clear of the walls. If codes permit smaller clearances o~ if a light-weight chimney requir-
ing no floor space is specified, the extra space should be converted to storage. 
• Based on an unpublished research study by Helen E. McCullough, University of Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station. 
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PLANS FOR GARAGE UNITS-''G'' SERIES 
The "G" units may be used either as a garage or as a carport. Possibilities of storage space are shown. 
---------·-----~~---r----
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G 4 G 5 
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THE ASSEMBLY OF UNITS INTO HOUSES 
Low-pitched Roof 
Trussed Roof 
Flat Roof 
Shed Roof 
Clerestory Ventilator 
ROOF TYPES 
Flexibility, which has been shown to be essential in the planning of a 
unit, is carried into the material selection and structural design of the 
house as well. In combining the units into a house plan, the modular 
nature of each unit makes it possible for the homeowner or builder to 
choose: 
Exterior Materials 
Exterior materials 
Roof type 
Floor construction and materials 
Window type (number and size) 
Interior finish materials 
Heating systems 
Extra elements 
The choice of exterior finishing material is usually a matter of regional 
and personal preference. Any material now standard or recommended 
for exterior walls may be used. (See Small Homes Council Circular E2.1, 
"Construction Methods," for comments on selection of materials.) In the 
house plans on the following pages, a variety of materials for the exteriors 
is shown - plywood, asbestos board, horizontal siding, vertical siding, 
shingles, and masonry, as well as combinations of these. 
Roof Types 
In assembling a group of units, a certain amount of restraint is necessary 
so as to provide a simple roof outline which can be easily and economi-
cally framed. Care should be taken to avoid a complicated plan- one 
involving several wings and projections. The most economical roof for a 
simple rectangular house is a pitched roof supported by roof trusses. 
The houses designed from the units are generally adaptable to clear-
span construction. They make use of roof trusses, non-load bearing parti-
tions and closet-wall partitions wherever possible. 
A few of the room arrangements shown in the following house plans 
have irregular outlines for the exterior of the house, and roof trusses 
could not be used economically. These plans are sufficiently superior to 
warrant the added costs of other roof construction. They are shown here 
with flat, shed, or low-pitched roofs. With proper ventilation and insula-
. tion, these are satisfactory in any climate. 
All of the houses shown with pitched roofs may be built with a shed 
or a flat roof, but to put pitched roofs on those shown with shed or flat 
roofs would not be economical construction. 
Floor Construction 
Any unit may be used with any of the three types of floor construction-
basement, crawl space, or concrete floor slab. For high, well-drained lots 
which require a minimum of fill, the concrete slab has been shown to be 
the most economical. If quantities of fill are needed to bring a lot to the 
desired finished grade, the crawl-space floor is. most economical. Base-
ments may be used. (See alternates for work area units.) 
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Windows 
House plans on the following pages show the following trends in design: 
• Large glass areas. 
• Control of sun by orientation and roof overhangs. 
• Grouping of windows in a room to conserve wall space and to give 
unity to the design of exterior walls. 
Structural simplicity calls for the window size and spacing to conform 
to the spacing of wall studs (the 2 x 4 structural members). For this 
reason, all of the plans in this book show window units either 2' -8" wide 
(two 16" stud spaces) or 4' -0" wide (two 2' -0" or three 16" stud spaces) . 
This somewhat limits the choice of ventilating units to be used with fixed 
glass. 
For economy, the glass areas are extended to the ceiling. This simpli-
fies the structural frame by eliminating all headers over windows and also 
extra studs at each side of the window. The glass area in a room is 
increased with no loss of usable wall space. This design detail has been 
tested by the Small Homes Council and used on more than 30 houses. 
Interior Finish MateriaJs 
Personal choice, local restrictions and costs often dictate the selection of 
interior finishing materials. Plaster or dry-wall in any of their forms may 
be used. 
Heating Systems 
The type of heating system to be installed depends on regional differences 
and the type of house construction (basement or basementless), as well as 
on personal choice. Forced warm-air or hot-water heating systems are 
recommended for basementless houses. (See Small Homes Council cir-
cular G3.1, "Heating the Home," for further information.) 
Extra Elements 
Many people want fireplaces in spite of the additional costs. Others want 
fences, terraces or developed outdoor areas. Some of the house plans 
shown include these elements even though they are not a part of the 
original unit. These extras may be added where appropriate. 
House Plans 
This book presents, as a planning guide, a series of house plans assembled 
from the various units. Working drawings for the plans are being made 
available to builders and homeowners by the Lumber Dealers Research 
Council through lumber dealers. 
The total living area is given in square feet for each house (the ga-
rage or carport is not included in this area), and a minimum frontage 
for the lot recommended. This frontage is sufficient to assure privacy for 
windows on the sides of the house. 
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The combination of the shed and the flat 
roof makes this 3-bedroom house distinc-
tive in appearance and permits clerestory 
ventilators. These louver panels provide 
cross-ventilation of the living-dining area. 
The brick fireplace is the focal point of 
interest in the large living-room. On the 
outdoor side of the fireplace wall is a grill. 
Of equal interest to the barbecue area 
in outdoor living attractions is the paved 
terrace and garden on the south side of 
the house. The garden can be an asset to 
the living-room, which looks out on it, 
even in the winter months if it is properly 
planted for year-around beauty. 
Tying the outdoors and the indoors to-
gether is important to the feeling of spa-
ciousness which this house achieves in 
spite of its compact plan. The house has 
an area of 992 square feet and requires 
a minimum frontage of 80 feet. 
Closet space is plentiful throughout the 
house. There are built-in chests of draw-
ers in two of the three bedrooms. 
Other features of the house are a dining 
area tucked off in an "L" with a pass-
through to the kitchen; a covered passage 
from the garage to the front door; and a 
service yard screened from the street. The 
planting on the service screen can be en-
joyed from the house as well as from the 
street. 
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This house is made up of the same units 
as are used in the first house plan in this 
book, thus demonstrating the flexibility of 
the units. It contains 992 square feet of 
living space and has three bedrooms- a 
double and two singles. 
The land around the house has been 
carefully tied in with the family's living 
activities. The service yard can double as 
a children's play area. It is well-situated 
for it can be supervised from the kitchen. 
Screen plantings shield both this area 
and the garden at the side of the house 
from the street. The garden area is on the 
south just off the living area. A door con-
nects the two. 
The plan requires a lot 80 feet wide. 
SIDE 
Seldom do plans utilize the land around 
the house for living area as well as does 
this one. 
A city-dweller with a narrow lot ( 60 
feet wide) can have not only 960 square 
feet of house, but also a protected court-
yard and a terrace-garden or back-yard 
playground. The living-dining area of the 
house opens onto both. The carport hides 
the courtyard from curious stares of 
passers-by. 
A family living in this house can enjoy 
a variety of dining places. Meals can be 
conveniently served on the terrace since 
the door leading to it is handy to the 
kitchen. The "L"-shaped kitchen has an 
eating space in it for informal meals. 
There is another place for eating in the 
dining area which is immediately adjacent 
to the kitchen. 
The house is designed for a lot on the 
north side of the street (the courtyard is 
on the south). The two bedrooms over-
look the side-yard. The bedrooms are 
easily reached from the front door without 
cutting through any rooms. 
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In addition to the usual living and dining 
space, the living unit of this house has a 
study. This is in back of the attractive 
semi - free - standing fireplace. The low 
brick wall extending from the fireplace di-
vides the study from the rest of the room. 
The wall continues on to the outside of 
the house, forming a screen for the out-
door sitting area. The fireplace and wall 
are of the same kind of brick that is used 
in the two exterior wing walls. 
The rooms are well-arranged for use by 
a family with small children. From the 
play area at the back of the lot, children 
can have direct access to the bedrooms 
and the bathroom through the kitchen 
and utility room. This arrangement saves 
the living area from much inter-house 
traffic. 
Another convenient feature is the shel-
tered entrance immediately adjacent to 
the garage. 
Total living space is 1,120 square feet. 
There are two double bedrooms and a 
single bedroom. 
The house can be placed on the lot in 
either of two. ways- with the living area 
south to the side of the lot, or with the 
bedrooms south to the front. A lot with 
a minimum frontage of 90 feet is required. 
The flat roof is well-suited to the design 
of the house since it is an irregular plan. 
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Although this two-bedroom house has only 
832 square feet, it gains an illusion of 
spaciousness by the generous use of win-
dows on the south or garden side of the 
house. It is designed for a lot 7 5 feet wide 
located on either the east or west side of 
a street. 
Privacy is offered since the principal 
living and sleeping areas are away from 
the street, and there are no "picture win-
dows" on the front of the house. The 
occupants, however, are not completely 
shut off from street activities. There is 
adequate window area in the kitchen so 
that approaching guests can be seen easily. 
The' living-room is free from direct cir-
culation paths. Occupants can go from 
the front door directly into the bedroom 
wing of the house. The garage is easily 
accessible from both the front and the 
back doors. 
Storage space is generous in all the 
rooms of the house, including the kitchen 
and the laundry. 
The exterior is extremely simple and 
reflects good taste. The vertical siding and 
the simple, horizontal roof-line gives it a 
clean-cut, uncluttered appearance. 
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Ideal for a narrow lot, this flat-roofed 
house requires only a 60-foot frontage. 
The privacy from the street which the 
plan offers makes it especially desirable 
for an urban site. It is recommended for 
a street running north and south since 
the living-room faces south to the garden 
at the side of the house. 
The house contains 832 square feet in-
cluding a 16' x 16' living-dining area and 
two bedrooms- one master and one dou-
ble. In addition, an outdoor living area 
and a protected service area are shown. 
The house illustrates well the principle 
that beauty can be achieved through 
structural simplicity. The stone wall, 
which is a pleasant contrast to the red-
wood, is a structural part of the house, 
being exposed on both the interior and the 
exterior of the house. 
The carport, which is easily accessible to 
the front door, has extra storage. 
Space for children's activities is provided 
for in this house. Two single bedrooms 
open into a generous-sized playroom. Off 
the playroom, is a courtyard play area. 
This children's wing, made possible by the 
use of an expansion unit, has its own 
bathroom. 
The playroom separates the children's 
sleeping rooms from the master bedroom. 
The latter has a private bath. 
The grownups have their own outdoor 
living area just off the living room which 
is at the side of the house to the south. 
The house has a living area of 1,152 
square feet and needs a lot with a mini-
mum frontage of 70 feet. The garage is 
on the front of the lot, as is a drying yard 
which is screened from the street by a 
wall. 
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Here is a three-bedroom house which is 
quite flexible as to orientation. It is de-
signed so that the living-dining areas and 
the kitchen are to the south. This requires 
a lot on the south side of the street. If 
such a lot is not available, the plan can be 
adapted for a north-south street by turn-
ing it sideways and constructing a drive-
way turn-around. In this case, two of the 
three bedrooms will be to the south. 
The house, which has 1,088 square feet 
of living space, should be on a lot no nar-
rower than 70 feet. 
In this house, the kitchen unit has been 
modified by adding another door so that 
there is direct access from the kitchen to 
the front door. A pass-through from the 
kitchen makes it convenient to serve all 
meals in the dining area. 
Two of the three bedrooms are double; 
the third is single and has space for either 
a built-in chest or desk. 
There is a generous entryway, and a 
large living area which opens onto the 
garden. A covered breezeway between the 
garage and the house is a shelter in bad 
weather. 
FRONT 
Windows placed high on the walls of the 
bedroom and the bathroom give these 
rooms privacy even though they face on 
the street. The rooms are thus light and 
well-ventilated. 
The other wing of this "U" -shaped 
plan is the garage which faces onto the 
street (north) . There is a covered walk 
from the garage to the front door. A 
planting box gives visual interest to this 
walk. 
The house, which contains 896 square 
feet of living space, has two ample-sized 
bedrooms - one master and one double; 
a living-dining area at the south which 
opens onto the rear lawn; and a kitchen 
which has a small eating space in it. A 
small vestibule at the front door is created 
by the use of storage units. 
The combination of trussed and flat 
roofs produces an interesting house out-
line. 
Minimum frontage required for this 
house is 65 feet. This width is necessary 
for privacy from houses next door. 
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The living area in this house is a dead-end 
room - the kind of room, according to 
some students of human nature, that 
people like because subconsciously it gives 
them a feeling of security. No traffic lanes 
cut through the area with the result that 
conversation groups are free from inter-
ruptions. The living area is south to the 
rear. 
The bedrooms - one double and one 
single- are well-located in relation to the. 
front entrance. One can enter the house 
by the front door and go directly to the 
bedroom area at the front of the house 
without passing through any other room. 
The bedrooms look out on the garden at 
the side of the house. 
There is a covered service entrance, the 
door to the work area being sheltered by 
a continuation of the garage roof. 
The centralized location of the heating 
equipment and the pass-through from the 
kitchen to the dining area are other fea-
tures of the plan which has 896 square 
feet of living space. It will fit on a lot 
with a minimwn frontage of 60 feet. 
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Use of an extra-room unit gives this house 
a playroom which adjoins the kitchen and 
is easily accessible to the garage. 
The kitchen and the playroom are at 
the rear of the house and face to the 
south, as does the living room. The out-
door play area on the south can be super-
vised from either the kitchen or the living 
room . 
In addition to the dining area, which is 
separated from the front entrance by a 
closet-unit, there is an eating space in the 
kitchen. 
The arrangement of the rooms allows 
the heating system to be placed in the 
center of the house. The two bedrooms -
master and double - are off to one side. 
The trussed roof makes possible the use 
of closet-walls. The house has a total area 
of 1,152 square feet and requires a min-
imum frontage of 70 feet. 
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In this house, the stone wall is both a 
structural and a decorative feature. The 
stone is exposed on the inside living-room 
wall as well as on the outside. 
The plan is very compact, and traffic 
circulation within the house is direct. The 
house has 800 square feet of living space 
and can be placed on a 60-foot lot, mini-
mum width. 
The house has two bedrooms - one 
double and one single. The smaller bed-
room is located so that it can serve as a 
study (convertible to a guest bedroom on 
occasion) if it is not needed as a bedroom. 
The basementless version of the house 
has an unusually pleasant eating space in 
the kitchen. An extended counter forms a 
breakfast bar which overlooks the garden 
at the back of the house. This kitchen has 
plenty of daylight, there being a 12-foot 
expanse of windows in it. 
In the basement version, there is no 
eating space in the kitchen, but a pass-
through simplifies the serving of meals in 
the dining area. 
The living-dining area is large for a 
house of this size, and its appearance of 
spaciousness is increased by the high ceil-
ings and the large windows on the south 
which look out on the garden. 
The clerestory windows give cross-
ventilation to the living area and light to 
the hall. 
Storage in the house is well-planned. 
The carport has cabinets for garden and 
lawn equipment. 
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Designed primarily for economy, this 24' 
x 32' house makes maximum use of 
limited space. It is an adaptation of the 
smallest of the three houses in the U ni-
versity of Illinois Staff Housing Project 
completed in 1949. 
The house has two bedrooms - one 
master and one single. Both have cross-
ventilation. 
For a house of this size ( 7 68 square 
feet), it has a generous amount of closet 
space. Provision is made for storage of 
bulky items along one wall of the garage. 
The living-dining area is planned so 
that traffic patterns do not interfere with 
furniture arrangements. There is a large 
amount of glass area in the living room. 
The kitchen has a compact, "U" -shaped 
arrangement. 
A lot with a minimum frontage of 70 
feet is required. 
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In this house, the work area unit selected 
was modified by the addition of a door in 
the kitchen. This change permits direct 
access from the kitchen to both the front 
and rear entrances and to the garage. The 
latter screens the service area from the 
street. 
Closet space in the house_ is supple-
mented by an unusually large amount of 
storage facilities in the garage. 
The living-dining area on the south of 
the house opens onto an outdoor sitting 
area, thereby giving the house a feeling of 
considerable more living space than its 
816 square feet. 
This plan requires a lot 70 feet wide. 
This two-bedroom house is designed so 
that it can be expanded when the family 
needs more room. The expanded version 
is on the opposite page. 
Because the house requires a m1mmum 
lot of 90 feet when it is enlarged, a corner 
lot is recommended. The frontage can 
thus be reversed. In this way, maximum 
use can be made of the depth of the lot. 
In selecting the units for the house, al-
lowance was made for increased family 
activity at a later time. The kitchen was 
10 
chosen because it has meal-preparation 
facilities to take care of an increased num-
ber of people. The dining area is more 
secluded from the living area than in 
many plans- a desirable feature for 
families with children. A generous amount 
of storage is provided in the dining area. 
The house in its original version has 864 
square feet of living space plus a double 
garage. One of the two bedrooms is a 
double bedroom; the other, single. The 
bedrooms and the living-room should face 
south toward the street. 
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In expanding the house, 12 feet is added 
to the length of the structure, thereby 
gammg two bedroom spaces. The total 
area of the house becomes 1,152 square 
feet. 
This addition provides for either a 4-
bedroom house, or a 3-bedroom house 
with an enlarged living area. The latter 
(shown here) is recommended because, 
with a 4-bedroom house, the living area 
would be crowded for family use. 
47 
The living area is easily enlarged by 
removing the non-load-bearing partition 
which separates the living-dining area and 
the double bedroom. The latter thus be-
comes part of the living area, making it 
16' x 24'. The easy shifting of interior 
partitions is one of the advantages of 
houses designed for clear-span construc-
tion and roof trusses. 
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The kitchen in the work area unit selected 
for this house has an unusual amount of 
wall cabinet storage. It is a kitchen with 
a pleasant view since it faces the south 
onto the rear garden. 
The master bedroom and the living 
room also look on the garden. In addition 
to the master bedroom, there is a double 
bedroom which faces the street. High 
windows are used in the latter room and 
also in the bathroom to assure privacy. 
8" 
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Separation of the dining area from the 
vestibule at the front entrance is accom-
plished by means of a closet-unit, 6 feet 
high. 
A combination of the trussed and flat 
roofs form an interesting, but simple, ex-
terior outline. The entrance to the work 
area is in a sheltered alcove adjacent to 
the garage. 
The plan has 864 square feet and needs 
a lot 70 feet wide. 
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A separate dining room t 12' x 14') and a 
small eating terrace with a fireplace are 
provided in this house, which is well-
suited for families who consider gracious 
dining facilities important in entertaining 
and every-day living. 
The dining terrace, which is covered by 
the roof overhang, is on the south and off 
from the dining room. It is secluded and 
sheltered from the side lawn and garden 
by the fireplace wall. 
The house has a second fireplace in the 
living room. 
A powder room is near the front en-
trance. This room was made possible by 
selecting a work area unit having a bath-
room. 
There are three bedrooms - a double 
and two singles. The total living space is 
1,184 square feet. 
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A mm1mum frontage of 80 feet is re-
quired for this plan which is designed to 
face west on the street. The front walk is 
parallel to the driveway leading to the de-
tached garage. A walled-off drying area 
and a supervised play area are provided 
in the plan. 
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This solar house is designed strictly for a 
lot on the south side of the street. All the 
areas devoted to living activities (the liv-
ing-dining area and the two bedrooms) 
are on the south of the house and have a 
large expanse of glass which admits the 
warming rays of the s~n in winter. An 
overhang p~otects these rooms from glare 
and from summer sun. 
The living-dining unit has a floor-to-
ceiling window area which is 20 feet wide. 
In the bedrooms, the ribbon of glass is 
held high enough to allow for furniture 
placement below the windows. The out-
door sitting area and garden can be en-
joyed from all these rooms. 
A shed roof is used over this part of the 
house, and the ceilings in all of these 
rooms follow the slope of the roof. A flat 
51 
roof is used on the rest of the house -
bathroom, kitchen and utility room. This 
combination of roofs makes possible clere-
story ventilation. 
The feeling of spaciousness, which is 
achieved in the living-dining area through 
the use of the large windows and the 
slanted ceiling, is further encouraged by 
the use of a low closet-unit to form a 
screen for the front entrance. 
The entrance is convenient to the ga-
rage which contains well-planned storage 
space. 
The house has 960 square feet of living 
space and requires a lot with a minimum 
frontage of 70 feet. One of its two bed-
rooms 1s a master room; the other, a 
double. 
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Although this house is designed so that 
the south garden area is at the side of the 
lot, privacy from the street (on the west) 
is insured by a masonry wall. 
The living room is at the side of the 
house and opens onto the garden. This 
garden door is convenient to the kitchen, 
thereby making it simple 'to serve meals 
outdoors. There are also two eating spaces 
in the house itself- one in the kitchen; 
the other in the dining area. 
A pleasant detail in the exterior design 
2-4'-8" 
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is the planting box which separates the 
front walk from the service entrance. 
The garage is detached from the house, 
a consideration of interest to those living 
in localities which have building codes re-
quiring detached garages. 
Total area of the house is 816 square 
feet. There are two bedrooms -master 
and single. Double-deck bunks can be 
used in the latter. 
Minimum lot frontage recommended is 
75 feet. 
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A definite separation between the bed-
room wing and the rest of the house is 
obtained in this plan through a well-day-
lighted entrance hall or foyer. The foyer 
is the connecting link between the living 
room and the sleeping area and serves as 
an excellent sound barrier for those oc-
casions when part of the family is enter-
taining. 
The living room, foyer, terrace and 
master bedroom are south to the rear of 
the lot. Besides the master room, there 
are two single bedrooms. 
A stone fireplace adds to the attractive-
ness of the living room. The dining area 
is off to one side of this area and has a 
pass-through from the kitchen. Closet 
space throughout the house is generous. 
The service courtyard is walled off from 
the walk leading to the front entrance. 
A lot with a minimum frontage of 70 
feet is required for this house which con-
tains 1,120 square feet. 
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The work area unit in this house provides 
an excellent kitchen with plenty of possi-
bilities for glamor. "U" -shaped, the kit-
chen has 16 feet of glass on the south 
wall. A pleasant view of the outdoor 
sitting area can thus be enjoyed during 
meals served in the family dining space 
adjoining the kitchen. For larger groups 
and more formal meals, the dining area in 
the living room can be used. 
The front entrance is screened by a 
storage unit, 6 feet high. This gives the 
living-dining area the effect of a larger 
room than would a ceiling-high partition. 
Bigger than many two-bedroom homes 
built today, this house has a total of 1,024 
square feet of living space. It is a mod-
ification of one of the larger houses built 
in the University of Illinois Staff Housing 
Project. The plan requires a lot having a 
minimum frontage of 70 feet. 
Although the house has a rambling floor 
plan, the central location of the heating 
unit makes its installation economical. 
The bedrooms are well-placed. They 
are off to one side of the house but can be 
reached directly from the front door. Both 
are sufficiently large to be used as double 
bedrooms - one, a master bedroom. 
Direct access from the garage to the 
front door, and excellent storage provi-
sions are other outstanding features of the 
house. 
The circulation of traffic within this house 
is good because the entrances are well-
placed. 
The front entrance is in a central posi-
tion, easily reached from all parts of the 
house including the kitchen. To provide 
this direct access from kitchen to front 
door required the modification of the 
work area unit to include another door. 
Both entrances are convenient to the 
garage. The latter serves a double pur-
pose, being not only a shelter for the car 
but also a storage area. A deep roof over-
hang provides a cover for the short walk 
from the garage to the front door. Dec-
orative screens at the front door and the 
garage add a dash of color to the exterior 
of the house. 
The front entrance is shielded from the 
living-dining area by a coat-closet unit, 6 
feet high, which does not seriously cut 
into the 16' 'X 24' room. 
The house has two bedrooms - one 
double and one master- and contains 960 
square feet of living space. It requires a 
lot at least 70 feet wide. The living-din-
ing area faces to the rear of the lot and 
should be on the south. 
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The wall of the fireplace in this house is 
extended to the outdoors to form a pro-
tection from the wind for the outdoor sit-
ting area. Although the fireplace can also 
be of stone or brick, concrete block was 
chosen to show how this relatively inex-
pensive material can be used for smart in-
teriors if it is flanked by warm colors. 
The total area of this 3-bedroom (one 
master and two single) house is 1,000 
square feet. The house can be placed on 
the lot with the bedrooms on the south 
(lot on north-south street) or on the west 
(lot on south side of east-west street). 
Minimum frontage required is 7 5 feet. 
The "U" -shaped arrangement of the 
plan permits convenient access to both 
front and back entrances from the car-
port. The carport is open to the street 
and has protecting walls on two other 
sides. 
The dining area faces the street, but is 
well set back on the lot so that privacy is 
insured. 
Storage is particularly well thought-out 
in this plan. The carport has space for 
storage of children's outdoor playthings 
and for garden equipment. A general 
storage area is provided in the hallway of 
the house. In addition, there are the usual 
bedroom, linen and coat closets. In the 
master bedroom, the closets are only 5 
feet high so that windows can be placed 
over them, thus providing cross-ventila-
tion for the bedroom. 
By using a flat roof on the house as well 
as on the carport, a feeling of unity is 
achieved. 
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57 
FRONT 
The kitchen, the bedrooms and the living 
area of this house can be reached directly 
from the front door without cutting 
through any other rooms. 
,A small entryway at the front entrance 
makes this excellent inter-house traffic ar-
rangement possible. It is also to be noted 
that the bathroom is convenient to all 
parts of the house. 
The plan contains 960 square feet, and 
has two bedrooms- a master and a dou-
ble. The living-dining area is 16' x 24'. 
There is a second eating space in the 
kitchen. 
The entrance to the kitchen is conven-
ient to the garage- a detached unit at 
the front. The service area between the 
garage and the house is screened from the 
walk and the front entrance. The house 
faces the street on the north (the living 
area and one bedroom are at the rear). 
A 60-foot lot is required. 
L----- ------------------, 
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59 
FRONT 
A paved courtyard, shielded from the 
street by a wall, is part of the approach to 
the house shown here. The front of the 
house faces seuth onto this courtyard. 
Even though the living area on the 
front has a large expanse of glass, there is 
no problem of "picture-window gazers" 
since the wall thwarts such passers-by. In 
addition to the courtyard, the large living 
room ( 16' x 24') has a second outdoor 
living space which is shielded from the 
street by the garage. 
The sleeping area unit chosen for this 
house has only two bedrooms, but by the 
use of one of the extra-room units, the 
number of bedrooms is increased to three 
- a master and two doubles. Total area 
of the house is 1,128 square feet. 
The work area unit has been modified 
by the addition of another door in the 
utility room. Access to the bathroom 
from this part of the house is thus made 
more direct. The service entrance has a 
small screened-in porch. 
A lot at least 7? feet wide is required. 
Enthusiasts of fireplaces will find this 
house much to their liking. In addition to 
the fireplace in the living-dining area, 
there is a second one on the terrace de-
signed particularly to add to the pleasures 
of outdoor living and entertaining. 
The whole living unit of this house is 
unusually pleasant and flexible from the 
standpoint of use and creates the impres-
sion that the house is much larger than its 
896 square feet. 
Generous in size ( 16' x 24'), the living-
dining area is made to seem even larger 
as the result of several design techniques. 
These include designing the south wall so 
that it has a big glass area; allowing the 
ceiling to follow the slope of the low-
pitched roof; and opening the indoor liv-
ing area onto the paved terrace. 
REAR 
But though all these add to the feeling 
of spaciousness, the living room conveys 
an intimate note, for it is a dead-end area 
free of traffic lanes that tend to interrupt 
conversation. The fireplace adds to the 
intimate effect. A convenient feature for 
the fireplace is the wood-box which can 
be filled from the outside. 
The dining space is also a dead-end 
area and is conveniently serviced from the 
kitchen by means of a pass-through. 
The bedrooms (a master and a double) 
which are off to one side of the house are 
given additional privacy by closet-units 
which flank the living-dining area. 
The house is extremely flexible in ori-
entation. As originally designed, the liv-
ing area and the terrace are on the south; 
however, the house can be turned so that 
the bedrooms are to the south, or so that 
the kitchen and the dining area face the 
south. 
Minimum frontage required for this 
plan is 70 feet. 
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46'- 0" 
FRONT 
10 
FRONT 
Children's play, both indoors and out-
doors, can be supervised from the kitchen 
in this house which is particularly well-
suited for a family with small children. 
A large playroom (or workroom) ad-
joining the kitchen is created by using one 
of the extra-room units. The work area 
unit has been modified to include a half-
bath for added convenience. 
A ribbon of windows on the east wall of 
the dining area, the kitchen and the play-
room permits supervision of the outdoor 
play area. 
Storage provisions throughout the house 
are excellent. Storage for playthings, 
hobby paraphernalia and lawn equipment 
is provided in the playroom and the car-
port. There is a closet-unit which screens 
the front entrance. 
The bedrooms - two doubles and a 
single- are given additional privacy by 
their placement at one side of the house. 
Total living space within the house is 
1,280 square feet. In addition, there is a 
paved terrace on the south onto which the 
living room opens. Designed for a lot on 
the south side of a street, the house is ap-
proached by a long informal walk which 
is given eye-appeal by plantings. 
The plan can be placed on a lot having 
a frontage of 70 feet. 
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TO PROSPECTIVE HOMEOWNERS: 
Working drawings for the house plans shown in this 
book may be secured : 
• By employing the services of a licensed archi-
tect to develop working drawings for you, as 
an individual client, using the plans for refer-
ence. Special permission from the Small 
Homes Council is not needed provided that the 
name of the University of Illinois or the Small 
Homes Council does not appear on the archi-
tect's drawing. 
(or) 
• Through your local lumber dealer. 
Hours or 
_lia t erial Quantity 
64 SF 
CI,OSET FRONT (4' 0 WIDE - S•o HIGH) 
Total 
Labor Costs Subcontractor's Production Cost 
Io Hi Material Cost Overhead & Profit Lo Hi 
3 l4o08 
2 bra. to 3 1/5 hra. 4.50 $7o20 4r$ to 55% 6oJO ll.l6 
2/3 gal. 
32 SF 
32 SF 
5-3/4 to 7-1/4 hrs. 
1-1/2 gal. 
1/3 gal~ 
12.94 16.31 4($ to 55% 
;.ss 30% to 40% 
laOO 30% to~ 
22.98 28(l04. 
16.8'7 2lo 9'1 
1Sc12 25.28 
7,.60 8.19 
1.30 1.40 
48~~46 56.31 
16 .. 87 21.97 
:31 .. 59 34.34 
CLOSET FR0~1· (4'0 WIDE - S'O RIGH) 
Credit or Extra for Finishing 
One Side of Doors Only 
Hardboard; 
Matte and Install 4 Flush Door 
Carpenter 
Laborer 
1/8" Tempered Hardboard 
Painting 
Painter 
Primer (1 coat) 
Cas Paint. (1 coat) 
r - Job Bull · Doors and Frame 
l-1a terial or 
Wage Rate 
2 • .35/hr. 
1.70/hr. 
.12/srl 
Labor Factor 
o7 to 1.1 hrs./100 
SF of Area Covered 
Total Cost of Door & Painting Operations 
Allo anee for Same Above 
Credit for Omitting Hardboard & Painting ol?- Back of Doors 
Fir Plywood; 
Make and Install 4 Flush Doors 
Carpenter 
Laborer 
1/4" Fir Plywood, Grade A-D 
Painting 
Painter 
Liquid Wax {2 coats) 
2.35/hr. 
1.70/hr. 
.22/SFL 
2.25/hr. ..7 to 1.1 hrs./.100 
E SF ot• ft..rea Covered 
3.00/gal .. 
Total Cost or Door & Fainting Operations 
Allowance for Same Above 
Credit for Fir Pl1WCOd & Waxing One Si~e ot Doo~s onq 
Net Units or 
Material. Un:f.ta 
1.6 CSF 
1.6 CSF 
CLOSET FRONl& (410 WIDE - 8 10 HIGH) 
Total 
Hours or Labor Costs Subcontractor's Producti n Cost 
Lo Hi tmterie.l ca& ourhead & ProtiL_ 1.10 _..J!!.._ 
7-1/4 to 10-~ hra. $17.04 $25o;6 $17.04 25o56 
1-2/3 to 1.,.. 7 8 bra o 2o83 8.29 2.83 So29 
32 SF $ 3 .. 84 3o84 )o84 
1-1/8 to 1-.3/4 bra. 2o53 3.94 JJY1, to 55% 3oS4 6Clll 
2-1/3 gal. .S6 .30% to 4!JI, ·.73 .78 
1/4 gal. .75 .30% to 40% .97 loC5 
28.95 45.63 
39.66 61.63 
-10.71 -16.00 
7-1/4 to 10 7/8 brs. 17.04 25.56 17.04 25(,56 
l-2/3 to ~7/8 hrs. 2o83 So29 2o83 Se~29 
32 SF 7.04 7o04 7.04 
1-1/8 to l-3/4 hre .. 2.53 3~94 4f11., to 55% ).54 6.11 
o4 gal. 1.20 3~ to /d. l~S6 ltt.68 
32~01 48.68 
39 .. 66 61 63 
:_ ?.65 -12~95 
CLOSET FRONT (L .. 'O ;JIDE - S10 HIGH) 
4 S iding Doors - .JOb Built s and Frame 
Credit or Ex"c;ra for Finishing 
One Side of Doors Only 
Birch Plywood; 
t.Jake and Install 4 Flush Doors 
Carpenter 
Laborer 
1/4" Birch Plywood - Grad A-D 
Painting 
Painter 
Clear Brushing La.cquGr (2 coats) 
Liquid Wax (1 coat) 
1-fa terial or 
Wage Rate 
2.25/hrfl 
3.90/gal.: 
3.00/gal .. 
Total· Cost ot Door & Painting operations 
Allowance for Same Above 
Extra for Birch Plywood with Clee.r Lacquer Finish 
Labor Factor 
2 to 2t hrs./100 SF 
ot Area Covered 
Net Units or 
Material. U .ts 
lo6 CSF 
Hours or 
Mater1al Qmtntitx 
7-1/4 to 10-~ brs. 
1-2/3 to ~7 8 hre. 
32 SF 
3-1/5 to 4 hrs .. 
4/5 gal. 
1/S gal. · 
CLOSET FRONT (4 0 WIDE - 8'0 HIGH) 
Total 
Ie.bor Costs Subcontractor• s Production Cost 
Lo JI1 Material Cost Overhead & Profit lo Hi_ 
$17.04 $25.56· $1?.01-r $25u56 
2.83 8.29 2.83 S.29 
$14./J> 14.40 14-40 
7.20 9.00 40$ to 55" 10.08 13.95 
3.12 30!.C to 4CY/J '~·06 4.37 
.60 30% to~ ."18 .84 
49.19 6?.41 
39.66 61.63 
9 .. 53 s.?S 
CLOSET FRO (4u0 IDF.- eoo Bl'H) 
4 Sl g D .. s F:r&m<JS 
2 X 4" /12 Yellov Pine (Sides 
o.nd Head) 
In 11 Closet Front 
CarpGnter 
Pa.int.ing 
Pain .. (1 t) 
04 in Paint (1 coat) 
ExtM Cost tar P~ Doors-
tuftll?ini 
Mill~de closGt f'rott th Birch 
Plywood Doors, all equ1 
2o35/hro 
1 1/2 to 2 hrs., 
/100 L'F of Blocking 
2o25/hro o4 to o 7 hrs./100 
SF ot Area Covered 
' c 2o98/g81. I 
vi·Ut sll~ door ~ (un~itrted) 75o00 Ge.0 T(l) 
.20 CL 
Palntins 
Painter 2 to 2 l/2 bra. 1 6 CSP 
/100 SF ot Area Covered 
Cla1r Brl~eh1ng lacgu61' (2 coats) 
Liquid Wax (l ooa.t) 
Total Cost or Doors and Finishing 
AllCN!Ulce tor Same Aboft 
Extra Coat of Birch~ Doors v.lth Clear Lacquer Finiab 
HIGH) 
Total 
Product· n Coat 
I iJ..L" __ 
1/3 to 1/2 hr 0 • o7S $ lol7 o78 le~l7 
BF • 1.52 lo52 1oS2 
2tc3 4o?O 7o05 4-.70 7o05 
1 Close Front S7o00 57.00 'Ylo 
2BF oSO .,50 o50 
20~ 1.00 loOO loOO 
2/3 to 1 l/8 hrso 1.50 2 53 40 to ,,. 2.10 3o92 
1/4 galo o75 30 to II$ o9'7 loOS 
TOTAL 6o9S $10o75 &60.77 e6So57 $73.21 
1 Closet Front 75o00 75.00 75o00 
3 1/5 to 4 hno 7.20 9o00 40 to· s~ 10.08 13o9~ 
4/51"1o 3.12 30 to- 4o06 4.37 i/5 gal. .60 30 to- o78 .89 
889o92 $94ol6 
6oo07 61.97 
$29.85 $32ol9 
CLOSE. UUIT 4 0 1~IDE ,. gs 0 HI GH) 
Pre~ bricatad Close-c. with 4 Doors, 2 Drawars and Double Sh lf 
Material or 
Wage Ray __ _....L§abo~r...,Fa-......;;Cwto~r..__ 
ckup Gx-oonds 
CaJ:penter 
2" x 4" #2 Ye~low Pina (Sidee 
end Head) 
Prefabricated Closet 
$ 2o'J5/hro 
Carpenter 2o35/bro 
tHllvo~k including: 
Draws precut, lmooked dow 
Dra:wer Guides, Shelt Stopa, 
Shal~s, Wall S top, Rod, Trim 
all p:reeut. 
Front assembled with doors fi·t 
and ready to install. Al~ of above unfinished. 77.50/UnitA 
Painting 
Pa:tnter 
Primer ( 1 eoa.t) 
Casein Paint ( 1 coa.·t) 
Credit for Interior Finish Materials 
that are required for comparabl 
closets. 
Asphalt Tile 
See "Single Closet" 
Bae l.foulding 
See "Single Closet" 
2 Shelves, Shelf Strips and Rod 
See "2 \iall ClosGt - Demon-
stration Houses" 
Painting Shelt and Rod 
Painter 
Primer (1 coat) 
Cassin Paint (1 eoa.t) 
Source of Ma.~~-- Cost 
l/2 to 2 hrso 
/100 LF or Blocking 
• 7 to 1.32, hr8.7r.t.oo s~r 
Area Co~'d. 
.7 to 1.32 hrs./100 SF 
Area Covered 
·- ...... -· --... 
A • Associated Door and Pl.yvood-eo-~; Sp~field, Illinois 
Net Units or 
Hateti..a.l Units 
o20 CLF 
4.0 CSF 
.4 SF 
Hours or 
ltlt,erial Quantity 
1/3 to 1/2 hr 0 
14BF 
CLOSFJr UNTr (4'0 WmE- 8 11 0 HIGH) 
Total 
Labor Costs Subcontractor's Production Cost 
Lo Hi Ma.t,)jial Cost Overhead & Profit Lo Hi 
$ 0 78 $ 1.17 
4 1/2 to 6 1/2 hrso lOo 57 15o27 10o57 15o27 
1 Unit 
3 to 5 1/4 brso 
6 lbo 
o6 galo 
1/4 to 1/2 br. 
.6 lbs. 
.06 gal. 
. 
TOTAL CREDIT 
71.50 
$ .66 $ 1.12 
e .14 
.~s 
4'$ to 5~ 
3~ to 4r:flfo 
3CJ.' to 4f11, 
4C$ to 5~ 
3($ to 4r$ 
30fo to 4CJ'/, 
9 .. 45 16 53 
$ 2.39 $ 2.61 
2.71 3~17 
S.l.3 8.91 
o92 1 .. 74 
.18 0 20 
.23 .25 
el4.62 $16.88 
CLOSBT. FRONT (49 0 WIDE - S 0 IIIGH) 
Singl Type Door- Fo.br1· Co·~~ 
Backup Grounds 
Carpenter 
2" x 4" 112 Yellov Pine 
Accordian Type Doors 
Carpenter 
Single Aecordian Type Door 
covered vith ~1 
coated cloth - complete 
vi th hardware 
E~ tor Special Colors on one s1 
Exta for Latch 
Haterial or 
W!ft Bate 
$ 2o35/bro 
.109/BfC 
2.35/br. 
75oOc/A to 
76. oo'F /pr. 
F 4.50 ea. 
Ie.bgr Factor 
11/2 to 2 bra 
/100 LF of Blocking 
4 J/J,. to 5 1/10 hrso 
. /Door 
.20·LF 
1 pr 
CLOSET FRONT (41 0 WIDE - S'O HIGH) 
Hours or 
Matgr:fAl Qua.ntitv 
1/3 to 1/2 hr. 
l4BF 
Labor Costs 
_La. Hi 
$ .78 $ lc.17 
4 l/4 to 5 1/10 hrs. , 10.00 12-.00 
Subcontractor's 
~lill Cost; PDrb§e.d & PmtU 
$ 1.52 
1 pr. ~~75.00 &76.00 
TOTAL $10.78 $13.17 $76.52 $77.52 
Total 
Production Cost 
~XQ -- Hi 
$ .78 $ 1.17 
75.00 76.00 
• s.oo 
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OL01E't WALL PROJECT (LDRC ) 
ln-Plaee Costs 
.Demonstration Houses (LDRC) 
. on-Bearing Partition w::t th 4 sliding doore 
~ 4' 0-t 
,. E:J Labor 2'2 - ~terie.l I . .. (2 shel s - 4 Biroh ~ca. doora) 
Conventional Construe·tion 
N'm-Bea.I ing Part! of· .ion 'With 1 door 
..... 4'2~ Labor 
r ~, 1~tor1al 2'£" --d (1 shelt - 2 panel door) 
S f Hou~ing Project 
No earing Parti :tons uif.lh '5 doors 7'j6" lrl.gh 
Labor 
. l e :ln.l 
· ·Lo 
$ ~oOO 
* lto50 
-$112_, 50 
C 27o00 
.~~>46 
~· 73350 
Hi 
$ 69oOO 
*l/1.00 
$136~00 
$ 35c50 
s 
$ ~4o00 
$107.00 
..z,en oo 
( 2 ahel ves in 4 aacr&lons .... ~357 .o•J $3°4o00 
6 shelv~m in l) 
c ntio Con ··ructiol\ 
sar :og Parti t o td th 3 doors 6' S" lrlgh 
(1 shelf per osction) 
r~ bol· 
Hs. teJ."!al 
$ll7.0C 
.l1l.a.QQ 
$288..,00 
~t.64.,00 
111.~QQ 
~~33-SsOO 
]" ier!a.l Cost tor No~ P. • Utions with f.. ~:titling Do _a mclr..c.1erlt th ... ollom.ng 
Su ~ cto n s . ho.ad & Profit: Lo - $3o50 - - ~ - H:t - ~6oorJ(I 
· ring Per • tion trl. th l Doc:'! hvllttde! the folloldno 
~IM'lri & Profit: Lo- ~lo50--- ~- H ~3o00a 
PAl 
ON 
Cotton, Monk Cloth, or 
o n Bamboo hung trom 
c Uing drapery trac 
I 
I 
I 
i 
I 
i 
~ , 
G os t f!r ' t Comparison 
or Dt 14 PES OR GRt:-EN 
TRAG K. IJ)IN& Ct=~ILING 
c 0 'l S ek 
S1· c 
Cla 
ln 0 
lo 0 
Wo~ n Basswood Splints on 
told~ck ceiling track 
and fastened at both sides 
30 0 
.3 50 
l, s 
Cl ar 
Clo et Front Co~t Omnpar• son 
~)II GLE 11. ED 0 .J • n 
1 o N -· B ·~ A F' ' . , G P A R 1 1 ·r r o r 
D 
p, 
Single h1Dged door in DOn-
bearing ~ition (Mill 
mad doors) 
2./8 X 6/8 X 1 3/8 
2 Panel Pine 
Hollow Core Plush; Gam. 
Birch 
"J/0 X 6/8 X 1 "J/8 
2 Panel P:lne 
Hollow Care nushJ Gum 
B~rch 
"J/4 X 7/li X 1 '3/8 
Hollow Cor Flush; Gum 
Birch 
"'-• sa Jamb 
Paintirag Backup 
~~al IQhqr ~~~~ll! ~~~ Dala 
$3SaSO l8o50 Casein Sa SO $ 2o00 
36-25 l8aSO Waxed 7o00 2.00 
36o7S l.So50 Wax on llo75 2e00 
I4oquar 
38o00 18o50 Cas :1n So SO 2o00 
37oSO 18oSO Waxed 7o00 2o00 
40o00 lSoSO Wax on llo75 2o00 
La.oqusr 
48.75 l4o00 Waxed 6o2S 2o00 
48o7S l4o00 Wax on l4o00 2o00 
IAcquar 
Total 
In-Plac 
t 
6loSO 
6"Jo7S 
69oOO 
64o00 
65~00 
72o25 
?loOO . 
78o7S 
-
Closet lrront Cost CompLrieon 
PAIR OF HINGED DOORS 
Doors - 60 -8" high, Mill Made ' 
Part! tion F1niehed with gtp-
aon bOard deyvall 
Doors - S'-0 high, Mill Made 
.Mai.;e:!P.' 
0 /0 X 6/8 l /tJt D 
·P. l Pine o75 l5o00 
Care tlushg ~ 0.. 4J.o7S lS.OO 
Birch 43o25 lSoOO 
Cl 2/0 8/0 x 1 3/8" Doors 
Ballo COre Flush, am 69.o75 l2o25 
B1reh ~o75 12o25 
2U..Qft 
Ca in $10.50 
Waxsd 10o75 
\·lax on 2lc2S 
!acq 
Waxed 9o25 
· \-lax on 22 25 
~wr 
$ 2o00 
2o00 
2o00 
2o00 
2o00 
10-Jiff 
3" 
4 u r:.()JI 
Total 
In-place 
QQ§t 
68o25 
69oSO 
8lo50 
93o25 
106o2S 
PALR 0 = DOO 
2/0 X 8/0 ld.th b@ttom. rollers and floor track 
t!ateri..~ 
Pair of Sliding Doors-(Factory 
B-J.ilt) . . 
Ha:f'dboardr Slf'orced with steel $27o25 
side tubeso 
Fir Plywood on race · of wood 34o00 
· trame~re~oroed with pipe 
Birch Plywood on rae~ or wood 46o 75 
t:rame,rei,~orced with pipe 
Pair ot Sliding Doors-(Job 
Built) . 
Hardboard on wood treme-
on taoe only- 17u?O 
on both sides- 21Q25 
Fir Pl1wood on vood trame-
on face only- 20.,75 
on both sides- 27C117S 
Birch Plyvood on liOOd i?U18-
on face on.:cy.- 28o00 
same r!!th fir p.1ywoot! on 
~Jt '"?~~tv) 
Backup 
!aa.bor Painting!. S!t~ 
$ 7o7S .Casein Paint $8o50 $ 2o50 
7o7S Waxed F1nish 8o25 2o50 
"'o7S Cl rLacouar 23o00 2o50 
and Wax • 
fiDish 
'ZI ~50 Oasem Paint 4ft 50 2o!i0 
30()50 Casein Paint 8tp'75 2oSO 
Z1 o ~o \i·~d Finish .. 4.25 2o50 
)Oo50 Waxed FiniSh 8o'75 2oSO 
2?oSO Clear~uer· 10c7S 2o50 
c.ro. 1-r~x 
)3{':50 f':Wish . 2lo25 ;lo50 
52o00 
63o00 
S5o00 
69oS() 
. , 
&lo•J5 
89o2S 
uloset F.ront Cost Comparison 
FOUR S L r Dl N G D 0 0 R S 
Job \)yilt doOr trams, mill made doors 1Dsta11Bd with rollers and 
til1de traolrs. 
I 
Four Sl1d1 ng Door a 
Jrour Sl1d1Dc Doan 
t(a1;ar1a] 
Sliding Doora-(M111 Made 
Dcxrs, Job Built Fra.) 
141«~75 Fir Panel Door-2-2 panel 
am 2-1 panel 
rluah Gum Door-2-Hollov 42o75 
core am 2.1'/ ~ 
l'lush Birch Door-2- 47o25 
Hollov core atld 2..J7 
~ 
4 Sliding Doors-(Ltl Job Built) 
Hardwood on wood t.rame-
on face only-
on both aide -
Fir Plywood on vood frame 
on face only-
OD th a.de -
Birch PlYllood on wood frame 
on face only 
same h fir p4Nood on 
back 
4 Sll~ Doors-(All Mill 
Built) 
Hardboard Plush Door-
on face o~-
24o00 
28e00 
T/00 
34tl2S 
34075 
4lo75 
SSo50 
~o50 
'rotal 
Backup In-Pla.c 
Pgant!ma Qro1mdl, t 
23e00 Casein Paint llo75 $2o50 t19oOO 
2.3.00 Waxed FiDish llo 50 2oSO ='/9o?S 
23o00 Clear lacqU~~Jr 3lo 00 2oSO 103o75 
eal Wax 
fln4p 
40o00 Casein Paint 6o50 2o50 73o00 
44o2S Casein Paint 11 75 2oSO 86o50 
40o00 \laxed Finish 6.so 2o50 oOO 
44o25 Waxed'Finish llo50 2o50 92o50 
40o00 Cl arL&cquar l7o00 2o50 94o25 
44o25 aDi wax 3lo00 2oS0 ll9o50 
tinieh 
5o75 c sein Paint 4o00 2o50 70o75 
Clee Laqusr 
So7S and Wax 17o00 . 2oSO .. 10lo7S 
f1niah 
Closet Irront Cost CaJip!lrisoa. 
P R E F p, 8 R I C A T E 0 C L. 0 S E T 
WITHOUT REAR OR SIDE WALLS 
MUl work deli"f'ered knocke"l down and assembles on a1 teo Inalulea closet 
front with 4 doors, 2 dre.wer·.·, 2 shelves, rod and closet :tlooro 
' 
4 Doors~ 2 Drawers aDd Double 
Shelves 77., 50 · $13o 00 
0 ..qe Clothes Space· 
~- Door Space 
"" Jamb 
'lotoJ. 
In-Place 
Ceuit 
$17o00 $ 2o50 illOoOO 
* Recommended depth is 4n lbsa ,8Jld r commended width is 4ra wider than llla.1lUfactur 
unit on :;rl.ch oost is basedo 
FA 8 RIC cov: RED AGCORDIAt ( 0 0 R 
SiDgle f l ing mo U. frame o erecl with plastic impregnated fabric. Bung 
fr m ceUing track. 
lleOO 
·1 aranc 
s.ck 
. __ ,.3 -~ Cl ar. 
2o50 
2o50 
2 0 
9 ... 00 
97 0 
Ol .0 
CLOvE ··t= p 0 .. 1 
. ' co 
160o50 
. p 
0~1PARlSON 
1.ng Dcor 
;; 
I 
Cost of; 
Clos t lh-on:t 
ClQset Walls, 
S lves an1 R 
ot1Se S c...,*· 
Cl io1 t ont 
* 
I l: 
r ""'\ l c. ~ PA~\IEL- AX 
CONVEiiTIO!'fAL CONSTRUCT ON 
'3/S· rapsum %'d on s-wd· C&l 16 Oo Co 
Nominal ckn s 4 
CLOSE ~ TY., u '"'E., 
LoD R C"' 
8/5 51 
t'~. at 16 Oo Co 
2 X I• #2 Ik.YUg F •. 
b . 
d c. 16d oommon 
top e.nd bott 
per june 
e M an t coated "l· 
8• Oo Oo, 3/8 min 'rm:t 
edg dista.ncec~ 
Date Tested---------
~e~e  ________________ _ 
0 (1 
-
4 8- 16 Oo Co 
- 2 x 4 #2 Dougla F:U• 
() 8/0 
of ~ 
. gu 0 
/ 
_.. 
Date Bull~------•••awm~ 
Date Tested---------~ 
~~~  _____________ __ 
b-
TEST STAGE lA 
- l:ST PAf~EL CX 
COf~rliOrmt CONSTRUCTION 
1/4• fi:r p~g Grade A.J) 
Nominal 4 tbicltness 
16" 
CLOSET 1v£UJ:. PHOJE'v~: 
L.D.,Rf)C., 
S/;/!)1 
i:ID 4 &tude - 16" Oo o 
2 X 4 /12 Douglas Fir 
b- Top and bottom pla~ 
2 x 4 IJ2 Douglas Fir 
o Qt 1/4" fir ~1_:anel, g- ._r, ... A.Jl 
4/0 x 8/0 nalled ~ ono eio.e 
ot stud fn.me 
d - l6d common rails ~.w.gh 
top and bottom plate • 2 
per jtm.ction 
e CD ~ finieh nails, brightr.t 6W 
Oo Co al.oag edges and 12 
Oo Co at !ntexmediate stu 
3/S minimum edge distance 
Date Built---------
Date Tested---------
~de~ee~---------------
T STA lA 
Pt\NEL 
COUVmlTIOaAL COI!STRUCTIOH 
1/2~ gypsum bo'J.rd 
Nominal 4" thickn 
D 
/ 
..... 
\ 
CT ET l1ALL PROJW 
LoD R C 
S/51;! 
a CZI 3 atuda - 21+" o c 
2 x 4 #2 Doug Fir 
b .. Top and bo tom plat 
2 X 4 /12 Dougl Fir 
0 
d - 161 ocmmon ............ ~ ~..l~?nnah 
top and bottom plats 2 
per junction 
o - 5d :t coated , 
s• Oo cto 3/S II m1n1rmtm 
edg distance 
Date Buil.t ---------
Date Tested---------
Trade Names ---------
~'EST STAGE 2A 
E . -r P ~\.\\IE L 
FO\ STUD LESS 
6C-.Q" 
r:P,AME \ l . ~
WALLS 
CLOSET ~·:ALL PROJECT 
L. D R .. C. 
8/5/ 51 
a - 2n x 6" Douglas Fir 
b - 16d common nails 
c - Shelf' strip, 1 x 6 
#1 Yellow Pine nailed 
through flame "a" and 
to 2 X J...' S "d" 
d - 2 Shelf strip stiffene?s, 
Douglas Fir 2 x 4' s 16" 
o.c~, end nailed through 
top rra.mo member and shelf' 
trip 
e - 1" x 2° p~rimoter strip 
nailed to 2" x 6" frame 
vith Sd common nails 6 t: 
o.c. 
t - Dimension equals panel 
thicknese 
Date Bullt ----------
Date Tested ----------
Trade Names ----------
TEST STAGE .2A 
!""" 1\ ~.t E L 
" STUDLESS WALL 
Single yp8WU boa backed 
.,2rt ..0• 
., 
_.....,.,, 
0 
1•-6• 
I 
'/ 
.L 
b -
' 
8~-fJU 
CLOSET WALL PROJECT 
L.D.R.C. 
8/5/51 
a - 1/2" gypsum ·board 4/0 X 8/0 
mlled to 1 x 2 perimeter 
strip, abelf strip and "b" 
b- Diagonftl.q ripped 2 x 2 
reinforcing 18" o. Co , nailed 
to back ot val.lboa:rd befor 
erection and to naUed into 
1 z 2 perimeter strips with 
Sdnails 
c - Blue plasterboard na.U , 
large h d• 3u o.cc, &l~und 
edge and on shelf strip, 8" 
. o(;<so on horizontal reinfore-
ing. 1/211 mininntm edg 
distanco 
Date BuUt ---------Date Tested ___ ...._ _____ _ 
Trade Name ...,ca.>"---------
TEST STAGE 2A · 
fES-f Pf\ tEL F 
STUDLESS WALL 
CLOSET \-JAIJJ PROJECT 
L. D .. R C .. 
S/ 5/51 
a - l/2" gypsum board 4/0 :x S/0 
nailed to 1 x 2 perimeter 
strip and shelf strip 
b - Blu plasterboard nails~ 
large head, 3" Oo c. , 1/2• 
m1n£mmn edge· distance 
c - 1/2" gypsum board 4/0 x 8/0 
laminated to a• vith perf-
a-tapa cement 
Date Built ---------=:. 
Date Tested --------Trade Name ~(a~) _______ _ 
{c) 
TEST smAGE 2A 
E~T PANEL G 
STUDLESS WALL 
l-runina ted gyp board raintoreed with vire 
Position of wire bef'ore 
stretching tight 
8'-0" 
CJ...OS~"'T WALT..~ Pi\0 J15C· · 
L.D.R.C. 
8/5/5.!. 
a - 1/2"' m>smn board 4/0 x 8/0 
nai~ed. to 1 x 2 parimeter 
s~aip and Shelf strip 
b -Ad cement ooated box na.lls 
6" OoCb# 1/2" minimum edgES 
distance. Set firs nails 
on right side 3" f om top 
and bottom edgeso Set Mils 
on edge ~r~, then apply 
vire "e", stretch it ),.ight by 
hooking 1 t over nails along 
top and bottom edgea, and 
finish settmg nails 
c - 18 ga. galvanized tVil"8 
stretched on nails '~off 
d - 1/2" gypeum boa.t•d 4/0 x 8/0 
laminated to "a" over wires 
•c• vith pert-a-taps cement 
Date Bunt-----------
Date Tosted --------Trade lfame .. <a_.).__ _____ _ 
(d) 
TFST STAGE 2A 
T E:ST PANEL - H CLOSET ~\IAIJ.., PROJECT 
L.D •. .,C. 
STUDLFSS WALL 8/5/51 
Gyps-&3m board, 1" scrap and gypsum boat-el 
NOTEs Build J.s.minated pmel, 
atap "a" through "e , 
before at~~ching to 
frame 
a .. 1/2" gypsum board l:/0 x S/0 
b - 1• vood scrap edg .:rt.ripo, 
continuous, with l/2n 
JD'ld1'1Mnt spa. betwcc · 
blooke, glued to G?an 
o • 18 peso ot 1 11 wood scrap 
oenter bloold.Dg~ tr.d.nimtl'ln 
4 o 1no {Note: an:-
p1ece 12" 1oDg equal to 
2 pi ) glued to • " 
d ... 1° vood aoap shelf' eking 
with l/2fli Dl'lJthmvn be-
t\JSen blockls glued to •a a 
e - 1/28 faP8U1Jl 4/0 X 8/0 
glued to ", nc•, and •d• 
IfO'l'E a Above three la):8rs s!all 
be glued together with 
veldvocd glu , prior to 
erection, d pressecl 12 
hom: *th other panels . 
or sh et nater:J.al weigh-
ing 10 l /sq.fto 
t - 2" No. 5 t,lat h d wood 
acreva 6• o.co, fastened 
to l x 2 perimeter strip 
and shelf' atripo Dr:Ul 
through panel, and counter-
sink 8C1'ev8 l/2" . 
Date Built-----------
Date Tested~---------­
Trade l'fame l.!L~!'ft'.~~r.-. . . . _ ...... _ 
(e) ........... .J-:.-o:_..- r,..,._ •• ,liiiCII ... _.... -1!§ 
TEST STilOE 2A 
l~EST PA~IEL I 
STUDLESS WALL 
.. 
s•..,o• 
CLOSET HA1L PnOJ. v. · 
L. D.R C· 
8/5/51 
NOTEt Build l.aminated pmel, 
step a" through "e" 1 
before a-t;tacbing to 
r 
a - l/2" gypsum( board 4/0 x S/0 
b- 2" vood scrap edge str,l!pa, 
continuons, with 1/2" 
max1l'llll1J. space bet-\lf n 
bloctm, glued tc 9a" 
c - lS pes. ot 2• t-.~od sc p 
. center blocki.~i }f min.i.tmnn 
area 4 sq.,inc, {Note: ny 
piece 12 long equal ;.o 
2 piec ) glued "a a 
d - 2" wed scrap a.lt· lr backing 
vith 1/2" naxirm;t"i! ~paoe 
tween blocka • glued to tt -.·. 
e - 1/2" gypsum board 4/0 8/0 
glued to "b I :t C 1 SJld d 
NOTEt Abo o thr 1 y rs shall 
glued tog '".lith 
weldwod glue prior o 
ereotion, and p.,\;csaed 12 
hours with other 1= mala 
or sheet mater.lal igh-
iug 10 lba/ eq.ft. 
t - 3" No. 8 f'lat head 
ecrewe 6" o.c., f'astened 
to 1 X 2 perimeter strip 
and shelf strip. DrUl 
through ptnel, and counter-
sink 1/2" 
Date Built ~l!!lr!""X !!":: •• amaa~z "-=~-=~wsl!!'!'l.a~a ...  
·~· s· 
ot\NCI I t-~. L - J 
STUDLESS WALL 
GJpf!ftll!l vallboard . 
with 10od lath 6" OoOo Dtlli~m. 
CLOSET~ ""'L 
L. "~.C 
S/5/51 
NOTE& Build ].aminated panel, 
ps a" through "c•, 
before ttaching to 
- l/2" gypeum 
b "J/8" x 1 1/2" vood lath 6" 
OoCo glued to "a" with 
l od .glu 
• so-ow 
c - 1/2" gypsam be rd 4/0 x 8/0 
0 
6'-0" 
0 
CJ 
0 
' 
0 
• 
• 
0 
0 
I NOTE: 
d - 5d box 6R 0 0 Co, counte~ 
sink 1/2•, and £ ten to 
1 z 2 perimeter strip 
elt strip. 1/2" ml.Ilwm:an 
edge distanc 
Date Built----------
te Tested~--------Trade Name .<a_.> ..... ______ _ 
(c) 
), P ,L\ f\1 r: L K 
STDDLESS 
sh 
a - 1/2 gypsum bo rd 1+/0 
b 
0-1/2 
NOTE: 
d 
te Bunt --------..-...:--.-
TEST STAGE 2A 
T. E S T P /J\ ~I E L - I_ 
STUDLESS WALL 
Gypsum board lath and gypsum. board 
CLOSET WP.LL PP.OJECT 
LoD.l\.C. 
8/5/51 
a - 1/2" gypsum boar-d 4/0 x 8/0 
b - Blue plasterboard nails, 
large head, 3" o.co, on 
1 x 2 perimeter strips and 
shea atripo 1/2" min1nmm 
edge distance 
C - 6 peso 3/88 X 16• X .48" 
grpsum board lath lami-
nated to •aa vith pert-
a.-tape cement. 
d - 3/S" gypsum board 4/0 x S/0 
Js.mi.nated to "c0 with pert-
a-tape cement 
Date Built----------
Date Tested---------
fade Name ~{a~)~-------
t:~ ::::= : 
EST STAGE 2A 
TEST PANEL-
STUDLESS WALL . 
Gypsum rd vood lath, 
eggcrate and gypsum bQa.UJYI 
M (1 OF 2) CLQSET W T £ 0 JE L D.R C. 
8/5/, 
NOTE& Build lamina ted panel 11 
stepe "a" through "d •, 
before attaching to 
tra.me 
- l/2" gypsum board 4/0 x 8/0 
b .. 1 11 board ripped to uidth ot 
sn..o• th nd notch 8 0(/ 0 tt ~ 8 
J 
/ 
shown 
c - 3/8" x 1 1/2" wed lAth 
DOtched S• OoCo, 8 P .-, .. :: " 
Build "b" and "c" into 
egg t&o NotchG!J ::..n 
horizon on op and 
nrti a on bot.tozno 
JoiD in ti 
gere4 aa Shown on Sheet 
Ro. 2. Glue eggcra to 
•a" with r-wUdvoocl glu 
d - 1/2" UP&Um board 4/0 X 8/0 
OTE s Above three layers shall 
be glued together ld th 
veldvood gluo, prior to 
erection, and pressecl 12 
hours vi th other panela 
or sheet material weigh-
ing 10 I /sqofto 
e - 3" Noo 8 flat head wod 
screws 6" o.co~ fastened 
to 1 z 2 perimeter strip 
and shelf stripo Drill 
through panel and cmmter-
ink 1/2" 
DawBuilt ________________ __ 
Date Tested ________ .....,. 
'hade Name _.(a.) ________ _ 
(d) 
TEST P A N E L - M l2 0 F 2) 
4~-0" -------~ 
t 
s• 
*" 
·+ s• 
* 
1 
+ 
8" 
* 4. -
\Rip 
~ 
~1· ~rd 
* 
s• 
~ - AJ.l ho !lOll no ucil 
on top 
s• 
* 
t 
i 
s• 
J 
t 
s• 
~ 1 . 
t 
8" 
* 
8" 
* 
1 
t 
s• 
~ l 
.. 
s• 
"* J 
"'\ 
t 
~ 8" 
r\ i . Ill .:-.. -~ 
\a* ote jointe in wrt,1oala ~ 3/8• • 1p from 1 board 
TEST STAGE 2A 
TEST P,L\~,lEL- f\l 
STUDLrs8 WALL 
Gypsum rdp 1 x 4 ye11en.r pine 24" o.c., 
and gypeum boa:rd 
. 6 -0" 
• 
• 
CLQsgr VALL P n: ! C'J: 
LcD~R.C. 
8/5/51 
NOTE a lrulld lami-nated panel, 
stepa 8& through "d•, 
before attaching to 
i'l'a.m8 
.. l/2• grprmm boa-~ LJo x S/0 
b - 1 x 2 113 ,.allov pine around 
perime glued to • " ui t!l 
weldvood glue 
C - 3 po e~ 1 X 4 #3 yellow pine 
248 OeOo g1ued to with 
veldtJuod glue 
d - 1/2" gypsum boer 4/0 :s: 8/0 
glued to "b and c w-.l ~ 
welchlood glue 
ROTEa Abo thre ) y 11 
be glued togethar \11th 
weld\lcod glue, prior to 
erection, and pressed l2 
hours with other panels 
or Sheet ma rial ueigh-
ing 10 lba/sq(ltt. 
8 - 2• No s flat vood 
80NVII 68 0 0 0 0 p tastened 
to 1 X 2 perimeter strip 
and shelf strip. Drill 
through panel, and countel-
a1nk eorevs 1/2• 
Date Bullt ---------~ 
Date Teated ---------Trade Heme .. <• .. >...._ ______ _ 
'd) 
•""T gm E 
CLOSET HALL PRO 
1--e D.R. C 
8/;f 
a - 1/811 tempered bardboa 
4/0 X 8/0 
b - l/2e gypsum board 4/0 x 8/0 
laminated to " n _ ~ ld-
vood glue 
c- 1 1/4" blue plasterboa 
nailtJ 6" OeCo 1 1/2" min:innuu 
dieta.nce. If il lami 
na ted panel to 1 x 2 p 
mater stripe and shelt strip 
Date Built ______ ...,_ 
Date steel ---------
Tnde llama .<a ... >-----·---
b 
al - 2 studs - 16 0 0 C, 
2 X 4 #2 Dougla, Fir 
a2 2 otuds - rip 
2 - 4 1!2 Dougl&e Fir 
b - 'l'op :ld bottom pl3.te 
2 X 4 #2 Dougla Fir 
S - 1/2 f! J;/0 x S/0 
all to one aide t stud 
d - 16d m.lla toenailed into 
·top and botto pla: 0 2 
per junc·tJ.on 
- ~ cement coated ua.U 
s• o. ea, 3/S" minimum 
edge distanee 
Date Built--------
Date Tested-------
Tade Name --------
TEST STAGE lB 
-r E -r P A f l E t_ ~ C Y 
1 l 16" 
% 
~16 . 
16• 
/ 
.... -· 
.. / 
\ 
CLOSET 1JAJ.J.j PROJ'I!)JT 
Ll)D Co 
S/..>/51 
al- 2 studs 16• Co Co 
2 4 #2 Douglas Fir 
- 2 stud& l-ipped 
2 X 4 /}2 l>ougla Fir 
b - Top bottom pl.a 
2 4 112 Douglas Fir 
- 1/L:, fir pl~el, grad A-D 
4/0 8/0 nailed to one s1dtt 
o stud tmm 
d - 16d s toenaned into 
top and bottom pl.L\ o 2 
pe:i.'" junction 
. Ad thWih nail89 ·br1ght9 6" 
O~;, c(l along edges and 12" 
Oo 0& at intermediate studs, 
3/811 m:ln1mnm ecJae distan e 
Date Bullt -----~--lll!!lt 
Date Teated --------
!nde ._ ··- --------
1' STAGE lB 
Pi\f\,E.L DY 
CONVENTIONAL CONSTRtJCTI<B 
3/8" taP boa1'd on studs - 16" o. Co 
No 1 2" thiclm 
/ 
\ 
CLOSET ¥1ALL P 
L D.R.C. 
S/5/ 5 
al- 1 stud - 24" o.c. 
2 X 4 /l2 Dougla Fir 
a2 - 2 studs - ripped 
2 z 4 1J2 Dougla Fir 
b Top and tom plate 
2 4 #2 Da~lae F 
C - 1/2 fD'P8Um board 4/0 X 8/0 
nailed both sides or s 
4 - l6d ualle 'toeDB1led 
top and bottom ple. • 
per junction 
e - 1,4 :t ted nail.D 
s• o.c., 3/8• mjn1mnm 
· edg diatan 
Da~~'----------------­
Date Teetecl --------
Tzade Ram 
Test hll 
Concentrated load 
bet~ een s·t.ude -
platform aupport 
On Front Side 
P ~~! f\.1 E L - A X. 
DIAGtTWfS (Stage 1-A) 
Test 1122 
Impact over studs -
Roller end lmite 
support 
On Front S1cle 
flf !l'f: 
I II 11 II 
s;o I i · 
I if 1i II r 
I 11 II II 4/o I ,, II II l 
-~~~s~L~I-,-
CLOSET WALL PROJECT 
L.D.R.C. 
S/5/51 
Test #32 
Impact betueen 
studs - Roller 
and larl.te support 
On Front Side 
Thr panels shall be built to start. If e:tr3' panel te.Us as a. 
r · 1 t or testa No. 11 and No. 21, an addi.ticmal panel shail be 
built tor the roma11ling tests. 
BO.l'Ea All dim 1one are to edge ot oover!Dg terial. 
Teat 1111 
ConcmtratGd load 
between studs -
platform support 
On Front S1do 
WALL TEST FROOEOORE 
PANEL- BX 
DIAGRAMS (Stage 1-A) 
Teat /122 
1mpact ewer studs -
Roller and lmite 
support 
On Front Side 
CLOSET ALL ..,. ECT 
L.DoR.C. 
8/S/51 
Test 1/32 
Impact betve 
studs - Roller 
and lmif'e support 
On Front Side 
Thr panels shall be built to start. If' an;v panel faUa a a 
result of teste No. 11 am o. 21, an additional ):Wlel sball be 
built tor the ranainiDg teats. 
ll>fE1 All d1meDS1cms are to edge ot ooYer1Dg material. 
'feat /Ill 
Ccmcentrated load 
between studs -
Platform support 
On Front Side 
r-,r-,r-1 II Lh II II 
II It 'f 
8; 0 II II II II II II II II 
II '.' 11 Jl16/o II II II II 
L_JL JL_ 
.. . 
~2~~ 
On Back Side 
(J'or l'UJ!81 ex 1 ~) 
ALL TEST FROCEDUBE 
P~~f\JEL- CX 
DIAGRAMS (Stage 1-A) 
Test /132 
1511 impact bet en 
studs - Boller 8Dl 
ladte support 
On Front Side 
CLOSET W" "',T A , JECT 
L.D R.C. 
8/5/51 
Test 11'22 
6011 impact over 
studs - Roller 
and ladte support 
On Front Side 
Oa pa.ne1 shall be bu!lt to start. It it fails 
as a r sul.t of testa 11 ar /12, a new psna shall 
be bu!lt tor the zwa.Sn!ng testa. It eivher test 
/Ill or 1/32 rweals that panel QX wul4 l:l.beraliz 
the Pertorma.DCe Sta:adards more than panels AX and 
sr, two ac1dit1onal panels aDal1 be tested as above. 
Teat #22 vW. be given to panels that do not f'ail 
under the earlier teets. Ro nw panels wil~ be 
bu!lt tor this test. 
ROTE1 All dimeuaiou are to edg-as ot OOftring mater1al. 
Teet #11 
Concentrated load 
between tma -
Platform support 
On Front Side 
T 
8/0 
r 1r -u 
II 11 .. 11 II i II II II ,, 
II II II II II II II 
II II II 
L JL-1-_jll 
I 
On Back Sid 
Tr II 
s;o 1 
,, 
(I 
II 
JL 
-r I 
II -~ --fll-----1.--
11 II 
II I 
:1 :: 6/0 
II 11j_ IL-L. J11 
I ~41~ 
WALL TEST PROCEDURE 
P,~f\lEL- DX 
DIAQ1W.1S (Stage 1-A) 
CI.OSmr WALL PR .. ECT 
L.D.R.C. 
Test /132 
1511 impact between 
studs - Roller am 
knife support 
On Front Side 
T,,-l,--, II II Jl II II II 
S/0 II ,, ,, 
II II 1 
8/S/51 
T8 st 1/22 
6011 impact t1V'flr 
studs - Roller 
aDd knife support 
On Front Side 
1r II ll II II 
II II II 
II II II 
II 1 If 
II 
8/0 
r II II ,, 
n-+-11 1 · II II II II II 4/0 
II II • 1l21o 
L __il__ ~. 
~0~ 
II It I 
L f._ ,,, 
2/0-. 
l 
One panel ahall be built to start. It o ther 
teet 1.1.1 or #32 renala that panel DX voold 
11beral.be the performance standards more than 
AI, Bl, or ex, two additional panels sball be 
tested u al:on. 
Teat 1122 wU1 be ~:van to panels that do not 
tail 'UDder the earllar testa. No new panels 
vill be built tor this tQet. 
Teat 
- Ccmcent t load 
~f8Em ribs-
Platform support* 
On Front Side 
-r 'r .., r 1 
I l= = == = ==-...:::t 
I -~-·- t 
8/0 F==-=-===1 I 
t::.-=--=-:._ - =:1 'J/3 
1:-----~ l 
-.--~il_j --. 
ALL TEST PROCE 
PAI\IEL r - c 
DIAGJW.S (Stage 2-A) 
T st /134 
lS/1 !mpaot load 
between ribs -
F imeter ar.d · 
shelf support 
On Front Sid 
r-
1 
--- --·-: --·--
1=----
----+- -· 
1=-= = =. -=='2/3 
-~·-=J.J_ 
t2/0 4/0 --~ 
Test /114 
Concent.Tated load 
between ribs -
Perimeter am 
shelf support 
en· Fronts 
·r--
CLOSEr 
L.D R.,G 
8/S/Sl 
Test #24 
l:C/1 Dpact load 
over ribs-
Perimeter and 
shelt support 
On Front Side 
-lc::-::::r------:.=vf· 
teat ~to th lbd.ts requ1red UDd the 
wv .... ..,.,.,.gw md Stage 1-A. 
It the ...--- tails UDd testa #11 or #34, it wUl rejected and no fUrther 
te 
It testa Hl1 am /134 show that the panel complie with thos •PedC>rmfmoe 
Standards", add! panels wUl be boUt aDd te • 
Teet 1114 and #24 w1ll gf n to penela that c1o not tail UDder earlier testa. 
No panels vill be built tor the e t sts. 
,. 
Test 1114 
Concentrated 
Perimeter and shelf 
upport 
On Front Side 
-.-, 
I 
~={ 
I 
Pi\NEL-· r- . r 
DD.GRAMS (Stage 2-A) 
Test #34 
15/1 impact load 
mid pausl-
P rim.eter and 
Shalt support 
On Front Side 
CLOSEr JAIJ., .t rE 
L.P.R.C. 
S/5/51 
Teat 1124 
fJ:)/1 !mpact load 
mid panel -
Perimeter and 
shelf support 
On Front Side 
r-
' L __ 
,·-· 
I 
One panel abal1 bu1l and tested oD17 to the lild.ts required und the 
"Pertormance Standard • developed UDder etage 1-A o 
It the panel talla mxler teste 1114 or 1134, it vU1 be reJeotad and no f"ur""'tller 
teste •· 
It testa 1114 aDl 1134 show tbat the panel 0CIIp]1ea with those •Pertamance 
st.uda:rde•, two add1t!oral panela vU1 be bu!lt aad tested. 
!..t 124 v11l be giwu to pemela that do DDt ta11'0Dd8r earller teste. Bo 
nw panels v111 be built tor this purpo88. 
BOl'Ea All d!mfmai0118 are to edgea of oowrr!Dg mta:r1al. 
ALL TEST PRC.CEDtlRE 
P,~NEL- G C1~ WALL ROJ'mT 
DIAGRAMS (ste. 2...A.) L.D.R.C. 8/5/51 
Test /114 Test /134 . Test/124 
Ccmcentrated load- 15# impact load 0011 impact load ·· 
Per!meter and shelf mid 'D8ll81 - mid panel-
support Perliteter am Perimeter and 
sbeU support shalt support 
On Front Side On Front Side On Front S .... de 
) 
r::- ..=:-=, r= = r= -:~ 
I I II i 
--er -~-8/0 I + 
.l -$-
\ 
! 
.t 
3/0 3/0 
i I j_ I_L L I 
~~~ I ~ · ~ . 4/o---l. -4/0 t ! I ! 
One panel ehall be built and tested only to th 11tdta required undor the 
"PartormDOe staDlardan d8Wll.oped under stag l-Ao 
It th panel taUs under test /114 or 134, it will be rej- ted aDd no further 
teste sde. 
It teste #14 and 1134 ehov that the panel ccmplies with thoae •PerflormaDCe 
stemdarda", tw additional panels vi1l be built and tested. 
!est 1124 v11l be g.lwn to panels tbat do not tail UDder earlier teetso Bo 
.new panele will be built for this purpose. 
T at 113 
Concentrated load 
between block -
Platform support 
'--+ r+ .,._ 
.............. ...a.a 
r-t ....,.. A f 
l I ~~ ~: :~ .l 
---'--~1j-
W ~ TEST FROCEDURE 
P A f\1 E L - \--1 
'DIAGRAMS (Stage 2-A) 
T /134 Test 1114 
Concentrated load 
bet en blocks -
Perimeter and 
shelf suppo t 
On Pront Sid 
CLOSET WALL OJE 
L.D.R.C. 
8/S/51 
panel shall buUt and teste4 onl1' to the limits requ!red tmd tb 
"Perfo Sta.J:MJard 11 dnaloped 1md stage 1-A. 
If tb panel faUe UDder teats 113 or 1134, it wlll be rejected and nc turther 
test e. 
1'vo addit!oDal panels v1l1 be buUt and tested if tests 1113 al'¥1/134 on tbe 
first panel ahov that the panel ecmp11ee tdth those "PerformaDCe standards". 
'lest 1114 and 1124 vUl be giWD to pe.nels that do not faU UDder earlier testa. 
lo new pmel v11l be buUt tor these teste. 
ALt TE P.ROCEDmlE 
PAf\lEL- I CLOSE LL .&;L..-~.r..or~o~.~.. 
T 1/l'J 
Cone :trated load 
between blocks -
Platform support 
DIAGRAMS •(Stag 2-A) 
Test #'J'+ 
151/impact 1 d 
between blocks -
Per1meter and 
shelf support 
On PNnt Side 
Test 1/14 
Concentrated load 
between blocks -
Perimeter and 
shelf suppcxrt 
On Front Side 
L.D.R.C. 
8/5/Sl 
T t#24 
0011 impac~ load . 
r block -
Perimeter and 
shalt support 
On Front Side 
One panel shall be built aDii tested oD17 to the llmita requ!red th 
•Pertormanc S Ddude• d loped UDder Sta ~. 
It the panel ta11s 1!1V14~ testa 113 ar 1134, it v111 be re3eated and no tarther 
teste •• 
'1'\lo a4dit1oDal panels v111 be built and tested if' test 1113 and #34 on the 
th-at panel show that the p&Del ccmplies with thos "Perro sta:aduds•. 
T ate Ill. and 1124 v11l be gf to pan 18 that do not taU UDder earlier tests. 
n panels v1l1 be btl!lt tor the testa. 
...:... 
WALL TEST JROCEDURE 
PA~IE L.- J CLOSEr PR J 
D G1WS (Stage 2-A) L.D.R.C. 8/S/Sl 
Test 1113 Test 1134 T 1114 T I; 1124 
151 !mpaet load trated load ~ 
between lath - lath- over cen 
p and Perimeter and Perimeter~ 
belt support shalt support auppo 
On FroDt Side On Front Side On Front S.hi 
---
On paul ehall built and tested or.U7 to the lJm1 ts requ1recl UDder th 
"Perto:r!IBDC8 Standards" denloped UDder Stage 1-A. 
If the panel falls UDder teats IIJ.3 or 134, it v1l1 be rejectecl and no f'urthe1• 
test e. 
~ add1tioDal panels v1l1 be built and tested U test 1113 and 1134 the 
t1rat pmel how that the panel lies with tboe "P~ Standards • 
8 IIJ.4 8Dd /124 v1l1 gS: D to pallela that do DDt fall UDder Uor to • 
pemle v1l1 be built fR th testao 
Test 1/14 
On Prcmt Side 
l T ~- I =J I 
8/0 1 I 
3~ 
-~=L---f----=--=+1 _j_ 
~4/o~ 
WALL TEST PROCEOORE 
PA f\lEL - l< 
DIAGRAMS (stale 2-A) 
Test #34 
lSI/ impact load 
mid panel-
Perl.m.ete.r and 
shelt suppo!'t 
On Front Side 
I 
I 
L_ _j ,- -, 
I I 
+-+----
CLOSEr WALL FROJEC'.r. 
L.D.RCo 
8/S/Sl 
Test /124 
~~lead 
mid panel-
Perimeter and 
shalf euppo1't 
On Pronv Side 
r 
I 
L_ r-
1 
I 
I 
--' 
--, 
I 
On panel &ball be bu:Ut and tested oll1.7 to the llm1ts requ1r tme1 the 
Pertorma.Dee StarJdards" dfteloped UDder stage :L.A. 
If the panel taUe Ullder tests /ll:4 or /134, it w1l1 rejected aDd no f'urt.ber 
testa made. 
It testa IIJJ. and 1134 hGv that the panel ecaplies vith those "Pwfozma.DCe 
Standards•, two add1t10Dal panels w1l1 be built and tested. 
!est 1/24 w1l1 be glwn to panels that do mrt tail tmder earlier tests. Ro 
D8V paDele v.ll1 be bu:Ut for this pwpoae. 
li>TBa All d1meaa1oll8 are to edges ot oowriDg •terlal• 
'!'est IIJ.4 
Concontrated load 
m1d pmel-
P~eter amt 
shelf' support 
WALL TEST PROCEDURE 
P,L\\\IEL- L 
DIAGRAMS (Stage 2-.A) 
Test 1134 
15# impact l.Gad 
mid panel-
Per:lmeter and 
shelf support 
On Front Side 
CLOSET m~ FROJEl.."'T 
L.D.RoCo 
8/5/'51 
Test 1124 
6011 impact lDad 
mid panel -
Perimeter and 
shelf support 
On Front Side 
- , 
I 
r- -=-J 
, 
t 
On ·panel shall be built fmd tested cD17 to the limits required UDder the 
a Performa.DOe Standards" developed UDder Stage 1-A. 
It the pmel tans UD!er testa 114 or 134, it v1ll be rejected and no i'urther 
testa made. 
Two additicmal panels wU1 be built aDd tested it testa 1114 and /134 on the 
tirst pme1 ahGwa tlat the panel campliu with those "Pertormnae Stand~s"o 
teat 124 v1ll be giwn to panels that do DDt taU UDder earlier testso No 
new panels v1ll be built tor this testo 
Test 1113 
CoDOGD ted loa4 
betvean lath -
Plattom support 
On Front Side 
WALL TEST PROCEDURE 
PANEL- M CLOSE-r r . :r 
L.D.R,.C • DIAGR.DB (stage 2-A) 
. 8/5/Sl 
On P.rcmt Side 
I ·I 
f==~~ I 
1-+--~. I 
11-+-f-;:t ++I 
+ -r ~++--ri---1-
,, iTTII ,l I +-T I 3r0 
L_ __j j_ 
~4/o---J 
Test 1/!4 
Ccmcenu ted loe.4 fiJII 1mpaot loa4 
between lath- mid panel -
Perlmatar. and Perimeter and 
shelf suppo~ shalt support 
On Pront S!de 
I 
t=-..:=-- --
1 
I ~--t I 
I -_;: ~ -t! !-it----1: 
I -t -;--r- I 
I t--t-1 
L_ . - . ·-'~---· 
~~~ 
panel shall be built am tested only to th limits required UDder the 
•PartOJimDOS StaDdards" dewlopad UDder Stage L-A. 
It the panel tdla er testa 113 or 1134, it wU1 be rejected am DD further 
teete ll1d • 
!w adclitkmal panels will be built am\ tested it teats 1113 aiJd 1134 on the 
first panel ebov that the prmel camp11es v1th those "Perfor.lll8088 standards". 
T at 114 am 124 vD1 be giwn to panels tbat do DOt tail UDder earlier tests. 
new pmal.a vD1 ba built tor theae tens. 
Test 1113 
ConcentratEid load 
between ribs -
Platform support 
On Front Sid 
-r-
8/0 7/o 
-ALL TEST PROCEDURE 
P,L\f\IEL-- I. CLOSET WAIL P~ JECT 
L.D.R C. DIAGRAMS (Stage 2-A) S/5/51 
Test #34 
15# impact load 
mid panel-
Perimeter and 
shelf support 
On Front Side 
,----; 
1-=-=-~ 
I !==-~ -t I·+ 
J= = = .::i 3/0 
I 'J I_ 
Test 1114 T st #24 
Concentrated load f:I:J# impact load 
mid panel - mid panel -
Per!meter and Perimeter and 
shelf support shelf' support 
On Front Side On Front Side 
r·--~· 
~==-J 
L __ _l 
,--- =r ~-_t --1--++----+-
-1 -- l 3/0 
L _ _j -~-
e4/o__t 
One panel shall be built and tested only to the limits required under tho 
np rformance standards" developed under Stage 1-A. 
If the panel tails under tests #13 or #34, it vill be rejected and no turthar 
tests made. 
Two additional panels vill be bull t and tested if testa 1113 and #34 on the 
first panel show that the panel complies with those "Performance Standards". 
Tests 1114 and 1124 wUl be given to panels that do not taU under earli r tests. 
No new panels will be bu1l t tor these testa. 
Test 1142 
Uniform load -
Roll rand 
lmit support 
On Front Side 
WALL TEST PROCEDURE 
PANEL-BY 
DIAGRAMS (Stage 1-B) 
Test #32 
15# impact load 
betw en studs -
Rol r and mite 
support 
On Front Side 
CLOSET \1 · t PR E .s. 
L.D.R.C. 
8/5/51 
Test #42 
6011 impact load 
over atud-
ller and knife 
support 
On Back Side 
Thr e panels shall be buUt to start. If an7 
panel t Us as a result or the T t #11, n 
pan a shall be built tor the Test //32 an"' /142. 
TEa All dimension are to edg s of covering terial. 
Test IIJ;J. 
Uniform load -
Roller and 
lmite support 
• 
WALL TEST PROCEDURE 
PANEL- CY 
DIAGRAMS (stage 1-B) 
Test #32 
15# impact load 
between studs -
Roller and knife 
support 
On Front Side 
CLOSET WALL PROJECT 
L.D.R.C. 
8/5/51 
Tes·t #42 
6011 impact load 
tner stud-
Roller 8Jld knife 
support 
On Back Side 
I Tl --+r 
I II I I I 
I II i I : 
I 11_!£-1 I I II .  fir.. I 
I II II 1 o 1 II II lj_ 
.t-_11-:U· 
~- 2/8 -l 
Three panels shall be built to start. It &!J7 
panel fails P.s a result of the Test #11, new 
panels shall be bullt tor the Teats /132 aDd 1/42. 
NOTE: All diaenaiona are to edges of OOftring material. 
Test #42 
Unitom load -
Roller and 
lmito support 
On Front Side 
WALL TEST FROCEOORE 
P~\f\IEL- OY 
DIAGRAMS (Stage 1-B) 
Test 1/32 
1'511 impact load 
betve n studs -
Roller am~ 
support 
On Front Sid 
CLOSEr WALL OJECT 
L.D.R.C. 
8/5/51 
Test #42 
6011 impact load 
over stud-
Roller and knif'e 
support 
On Baok Side 
Three panels shall be buUt to start. It any 
panel tails as a result of the Test #11, new 
panels shall be built tor the ~eats #32 and 1142 . 
NOTEt All dimension are to edges ot cowring material. 
